
D302-01A

Name of company/ Address/ 16-13, Nishi-shinjuku, 6-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo

Del?artment in charge
Dainichi Kika Co., Ltd. Telephone Tel. (03) 348-6311

Model Name ROBOSKY 50·250 Main I~eavy duty handling, pane- Weight of robot itself
applications tizmg, tool change

a. Input information Variable sequence robot
Degree of freedom

and teaching mode of motion

Classification
b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates robot Load capacity 250 kg

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse Right-left swing

Right·1eft turning 3500 Up-down swing

Up-down traverse Hand Right-left traverse

Acm
Up-down turning 2lOQ Up-down traverse

In-out Revolution

Revolution 1200
Fin-

Clamp
gee

Travelling Remarks

Repeatability ± 0.5 mm Allowable environmental O°C ~ 40°C
(positioning precision) conditions

"
Sequential mode Sequential mode Matrix switch

" ~
0 Hydraulics, Pneumatics,

0
0 Positioning ~ Position and speedu 0
~o DC servo motor
.~ "E '"o 0 ~,,'" Miscellany P.T.P.

0 Memory mode
~

Power-External
~

-f nternel
Memory capacity 1000 steps

Internal measuring Potenuomerer Miscellany
ability

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions,
Recognizing ability options etc.

Outward figure I Operation space Characteristics of the robot

(plan) I
I. This robot is capable of creating a "non-gravitational state

(balance)", a function not endowed with the conventional
manipulators, which enables this to react sharply to the
external motion and acts faithfully in response to the
slightest external force.

~

2. The nongravitational state produced also enables this robot

--E:l ' ''''-,'r. "
to follow up even indefinite motions of external machines,

- ~- j~,---~~ devices, etc. quite freely.

- v.. ,'<- .

(side view)

A-IJ,
B

C I_¢,
0

.- - -,
11 ..... _1 A B C 0

50-250-51 1570 960 1375 1750

50-250-71 2230 1440 1925 2450

I

50-250-91 2890 1920 2475 3150

I
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Name of company/ 
Del)artment in charge 

Model Name 

Classification 

Dainichi Kiko Co., Ltd. 

ROBOSKY SD-250 

a. Input information 
and teaching mode 

Main 
applications 

D302-01A 

Address/ 
Telephone 

16-13, Nishi-shinjuku, 6-chome, Shinjuku-ku , Tokyo 
Tel. (03) 348-6311 

Heavy duty handling, palle-
tizing, tool change Weight of robot itself 

Variable sequence robot 
Degree of freedom 
of motion 

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates robot Load capacity 250 kg 

Axes 

Right-left traverse 

Right-left turning 

Up-down traverse 

Arm 
Up-down turning 

In -out 

Revolution 

Travelling 

Repeatability 
(Positioning precision) 

g 
c: 
0 
(.) c: 
C>O 

. s ·~ 
> (.) 
0 c: 
::;;~ 

Sequential mode 

Position ing 

Mi scell any 

Power-External 
-Internal 

Internal measuring 
ability 

External measuring/ 
Recognizing ability 

Outward figure 

(plan) 

(side view) 

Operating space 

± 0 .5 mm 

Hydraulics, Pneumatics, 
DC servo motor 

P.T .P. 

Potentiometer 

Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left swing 

Up-down swing 

Hand Right-left traverse 

Fin 
ger 

Up-down traverse 

Revolution 

Clamp 

Remarks 

Allowable environmenta l 
conditions 

c: 
0 

B 
c: 
.2 

"' ·'= .r. 
:5 
~ 

Sequential mode Matrix switch 

Position and speed 

Memory mode 

Memory capacity 1000 steps 

Mi sce llan y 

Auxiliary functions, 
options etc. 

A 

Characteristics of the robot 

I. This robot is capable of creating a "non-gravitational state 
(balance)" , a function not endowed with the conventional 
manipulators, which enables this to react sharply to the 
external motion and acts faithfully in response to the 
slightest external force. 

2 . The nongravitational state produced also enables this robot 
to follow up even indefinite motions of external machines, 
devices, e tc. quite freely. 

B c D 

SD - 250 - 51 1570 960 1375 1750 

SD - 250 - 71 2230 1440 1925 2450 

SD - 250 - 91 2890 1920 2475 3150 
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D302-02A

Name of company!
Dalnicht Kika Co., Ltd.

Address! 16-13, Nishi-shinjuku 6-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
Department in charge Telephone Tel. (03) 348-6311

Model Name I ROBOSKY 8D-350 Main Heavy duty handling, pal- I W . ht f b tit If
applications letizing, tool changing 819 0 ro 0 I S8

e. Input information Variable sequence robot Degreeof freedom
and teaching mode of motion

Classification
b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates robot Load capacity 350 kg

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse Right-left swing

Right-left turning 1800 Up-down swing

Up-down traverse Hand Right-left traverse
'em

Up-down turning 2100 Up-down traverse

In-out Revolution

Revolution 90"
Fin- Clamp
9"

Travelling 300 mm Remarks

Hepeatabilitv ± 0.5 mm Allowable environmental O°C ~ 40°C
(Positioning precision) conditions

- Sequential mode Sequential mode

~ 2
0 0
0 Positioning Hydraulic, DC servo motor g Position and speed00
'0
.!:C'';:::; 2
> 0 ,
00

'2 Miscellany P.T.P. 0 Memory mode:cg
Power-External '"-Internal Potentiometer Memory capacity 250 steps

Internal measuring Miscellany
ability

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions,
Recognizing ability options etc.

Outward figure
I

Operation space Characteristics of the robot

(plan)
I

I. This robot is capable of creating a "non gravitational state
(balance)", a function not endowed with the conventional
manipulators, which enables this to react sharply to the
external motion and acts faithfully in response to the
lightest external force.

.~/

2. The nongravitational state produced also enables this robot to

- -. ,."".~ / .

follow up even indefinite motions of external machines,
--Ei ~'-.:W--- devices, etc. quite freely.

,.

(side view)

..B

r ' \ .,' ,-/ '. '>0 ,

j
. r

I ....J --• B -"- e-"--
50-350-51 2230 1360 17~~~[ , 50-350-71 3170 2040 2380 3290

I
50-350-91 4110 2720 3060 4230

I
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Name of company/ 
Department in charge 

Model Name 

Class if ication 

Axes 

Dainiclti Kika Co. , Ltd. 

ROBOSKY SD-350 

a. Input information 
and teaching mode 

b. Motion form 

Operating space 

Right-left traverse 

Right-left turning 

Up-down traverse 
Arm 

Up-down turning 

In -out 

Revolution 

Travelling 300mm 

Address/ 
Telephone 

D302-02A 

16-1 3, Nislti-shinjuku 6-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 
Tel. (03)348-6311 

Main 
applications 

Heavy duty handling, pa1-
1etizing, tool changing Weight of robot itself 

Variable sequence robot 

Cylindrical coordinates robot 

Speed 

Hand 

Fin
ger 

Degree of freedom 
of motion 

Load capacity 

Axes Operating space 

Right-left swing 

Up-down swing 

Right-left traverse 

Up-down traverse 

Revolution 

Clamp 

Remarks 

350 kg 

Speed 

Repeatability 
(Positi oning preci si on) ± 0.5 mm Allowable environmental 

conditions 

g 
c 
0 
u c 
C> O 
.!: ·z 
> u 
0 c 
:2 .2 

Sequential mode 

Posi tioning 

Misce ll any 

Power- Externa l 
-Internal 

Internal measuring 
ability 

Externa l measuring/ 
Recogn izi ng abi lity 

Outward figure 

(plan) 

(side view) 

Hydraulic, DC servo motor 

P.T.P. 

Potentiometer 

Sequential mode 

Position and speed 

Memory mode 

Memory capacity 

Miscellany 

Auxiliary functions, 
options etc. 

250 steps 

Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

A B 

1. This robot is capable of creating a "nongravitat ional state 
(balance)", a function not endowed with the conventional 
manipulators, which enables this to react sharply to the 
external motion and acts faithfu lly in response to the 
lightest external force. 

2. The nongravitational state produced also enables th is robot to 
foll ow up even indefinite motions of external machines, 
devices, etc. quite freely. 

c 0 

s 0 - 350 - 51 2230 1360 1700 2350 

s 0- 350-71 3170 2040 2380 3290 

S0-350 - 91 4110 2720 3060 4230 

25 



D302-03A

Name of companyl
Dainlchl Kika Co., Ltd.

Address! 16-13, Nishi-shinjuku, 6-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
Department in charge Telephone Tel. (03) 348·6311

Model Name I ROBOSKY 50-500 Main IHeavy duty handling, pal- Weight of robot itselfapplications letizing, tool change

a. Input information
Variable sequence robot

Degree of freedom
and teaching mode of motion

Classification
b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates robot Load capacity SOD kg

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse Right-left swing 1800

Right-left turning 3000 Up-down swing

Up-down traverse Hand Right-left traverse
Acm

Up-down turning Up-down traverse 2100

In-out Revolution 900

Revolution
Fin-

Clampgee
Travelling Remarks

Repeatability Stroke: ± 0.5%~ 2% Allowable environmental o"e ~ 40"e(Positioning precision) conditions

Sequential mode Sequential mode Matrix switch
'0~ ~
0 0
0 Positioning Hydraulics, Drj-servo motor .~ Position and speed00~o
.S',;::::; .2> 0o 0 ~
".2 Miscellany P.T.P. (C-P) 0 Memory mode

~
Power-External '"-Internal Potentiometer Memory capacity 32 steps

Internal measuring
Miscellanyability

External measuringj Auxiliary functions,
Recognizing ability options etc.

Outward figure I Operation space Characteristics of the robot

(plan) I
I. This robot is capable of creating a "nongravitational state

(balance)", a function not endowed with the conventional
manipulators, which enables this to react sharply to the
external motion and acts faithfully in response to the
slightest external force.

~~~-~

2. The nongravitational state produced also enables this robot
to follow up even indefinite motions of external machines,

-E( devices, etc. quite freely.

/ -,../. "-') "-,,-

(side view)

.~1/)8

c

0
\, ;;~//

c-_~. ./

I
A 8 C D

50-500-41 2960 1440 2200 2800.._ .......
5D-500-51 3780 1920 2750 3500

I
5D -500-61 4600 2400 3300 4200
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Name of company/ 
Department in charge 

Model Name 

Classification 

Dainichi Kika Co., Ltd. 

ROBOSKY SD·SOO 

a. Input information 
and teaching mode 

b. Motion form 

Operating space 

Right·left traverse 

Right·left turning 300° 

Up·down traverse 
Arm 

0 
~ 
c: 

Up·down turning 

ln·out 

Revolution 

Travelling 

Repeatability 
(Positioning precision) 

Sequential mode 

Stroke: ± 0.5%-2% 

Main 
applications 

D302- 03A 

Address/ 
Telephone 

16·13, Nishi·shinjuku, 6·chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 
Tel. (03) 348·6311 

Heavy duty handling, pal· 
letizing, tool change 

Weight of robot itself 

Variable sequence robot 
Degree of freedom 
of motion 

Cylindrical coordinates robot Load capacity 500 kg 

Speed 

Hand 

Fin· 
ger 

Axes 

Right· left swing 

Up·down swing 

Right·left traverse 

Up-down traverse 

Revolution 

Clamp 

Remarks 

Allowable environmenta l 
conditions 

Sequential mode 

Operating space Speed 

180° 

2 10° 

90° 

0°C- 40°C 

Ma trix switch 

0 
"c: 
"'0 
.s·~ 
>" 0 c: 

Positioning Hydraulics, DC·servo motor 

c: 
0 

·;; 
u 
c: 

Position and speed 

::;;.2 Miscellany 

Power·External 
·I nternal 

Internal measuring 
abi lity 

External measuring/ 
Recognizing ability 

Outward figure 

(plan) 

(side view) 

P.T.P. (C·P) 

Potentiometer 

Operation space 

.2 
on 
c: 
i' 
~ 
~ 

so - 500 - 41 

S0 - 500 - 51 

so - 500 - 61 

26 

Memory mode 

Memory capacity 32 steps 

Miscellany 

Auxili ary functions, 
options etc. 

A 

2960 

3780 

4600 

Characteristics of the robot 

I . This robo t is capable of creating a " nongravita tional state 
(balance)" , a functi on not endowed with lhe conventional 
manipulators, which enables this to react sharply to the 
external motion and acts faithfull y in respo nse to th e 
slightest external force. 

2 . The nongravita tional state produced also enables this robo t 
to follow up even indefinite motions of external machines, 
devices, e tc . quite freely . 

B c 0 

1440 2200 2800 

1920 2750 3500 

2400 3300 4200 



D302-04A

Name of company/ Address! Kasai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi,
Department in charge Dainichi Kika Co. , Ltd. Telephone Nakakoma-gun. Yamanashi

05528(2)5581

Model Name I BA-1440 Main Handling, gallef:i;~v . . 800kgdng , assem Ly , oa Weightof robot Itself
applications in:; and arc weldin .

a. Input information Playback robot
Degree of freedom 6

and teaching mode of motion
Classification

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates robot load capacity SOkg(Max.)

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse Right·left swing ±150° 60o/sec

Right-left turning ±lSDa 60o/sec Up-down swing ±60o 60° /sec

Up-down traverse 700mm 600mm/sec Hand Right·left traverse

Arm
Up-down turning Up-downtraverse

In-out lOOnun 600mm/sec Revolution ±90° 60o/sec

Revolution
Fin· Clamp

'"Travelling Remarks

Repeatability ±O.5mm
Allowableenvironmental 0 - 45°C

(Positioningprecision} conditions

Sequential mode Microcomputer Sequentialmode Direct teaching with input

'0 through the teaching box

" ~
0 0 - do - speed can be set at
0 Electric DC ti ,
00 Positioning servo Positionandspeed
~o 0 any of 8 levels.
.~ 'e .2
o 0

CP control/various
g

~.2 Miscellany interpolat- E Memorymode IC memory
Lnc functions 0

Power-External AC200/220V SO/60Hz 2,OkVA ~
Memorycapacity 1000 steps (Max. 3000 steps}

.tntemat 6.5kg/cm2G 3500N£./min

Internal measuring Optical shaft encoder Miscellany PTP teaching
ability

External measuring! Auxiliaryfunctions, Self-diagnostic function
Recognizingability optionsetc.

Outward figure Operationspace Characteristicsof the robot

[plan] .JOT'"
ill 1. This robot has a balacing function that
I supports the gravity of the arm and work-

i3 ~ pieces by air pressure. This produces

oN'~l
energy-saving effects, permitting the
robot to be easily operated by a motor
with small driving force.

JiLF¥P1 I 2. The high-performance DC servomotor in-,'~ stalled in the robot ensures high posi-
" tI:~I~ , tioning precision (±O, 5mm),

,j ! 3. The balancing function enables the robot
~.~ r--'i' - to move a heavy workpiece weighing up

H ~I ! iI I Ei'ill to 50kg.
4. The robot has a "muscular" system that

!
"m", I ~ to perform any of'. moves flexibly type

work.

I

5. The direct teaching method using the

(sideview) balancing function simplifies the work

~;,
to teach the robot,

.i.
,-, (4f!, '~l
'\47 ' ~

~~
. '

(~l/
27

D302-04A 

Name of company/ Address/ Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi, 

Department in charge Dainichi Kika Co., Ltd. Telephone Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi 
05528(2)5581 

Model Name I BA-1440 Main tandling, gylle£i~~1 • 800kg 
applications ~ng, ass em y, 9a Weight of robot otself 

1n_i and arc weld1n · 

a. Input information Playback robot Degree of freedom 6 

Classification 
and teaching mode of motion 

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates robot Load capacity SOkg(Max.) 

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left traverse Right-left swing ±150° 60°/sec 

Right-left turning ±150° 60°/sec Up-down swing ±60° 60°/sec 

Up-down traverse 700mm 600mm/sec Hand Right-left traverse 
Arm 

Up-down turning Up-down traverse 

In-out lOOmm 600mm/sec Revolution ±90° 60°/sec 

Revolution 
Fin- Clamp ger 

Travelling Remarks 

Repeatabi lity ±O.Smm 
Allowable environmental 0 - 45°C 

(Positioning precision) conditions 

Sequential mode Sequential mode Oirect teaching with input 

g 
Micro compute r through the teaching box 

~ 
c: 0 - do -, speed can be set at 
0 Electric DC B u c: Positioning servo Position and speed 
"'0 

c: any of 8 levels. 
s ·p .2 
> u "' 0 c: 
::;:.2 Miscellany CP control/various interpolat- c: Memory mode IC memory :c 

ing functions :;: 
"' 

Power-External AC200/220V 50/60Hz 2 .0kVA 1-
Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.3000 steps) 

-Internal 6.5kg/cm2G 3500NR./min 

Internal measuring Optical shaft encoder Miscellany PTP teaching 
ability 

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions, Self-diagnostic func tion 
Recognizing ability options etc. 

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

(plan) • .lXT{ irl 

CD a balacing function that 

I 
1. This robot has 

supports the gravity of the arm and work-

D ~ pieces by air pressure. This produces 

-~, 
ene r gy-saving effects, permitting the 

robot t o be easily operated by a motor 
wi th small driving force. 

. ~' I 'd_,"' II 2 . The high-performance DC servomotor in-,,:_l[l stalled in the robot ensures high posi-

liT ""[fr I [1] I tioning precision (±0 . Smm). 

~ I • The balancing function enables the robot 

1{ i r~J 
3. 

to move a heavy workpiece weighing up 

to SOkg. 

I ~ ~~~~ ~ll! I .. '"-""-' 4. The r obo t has a "muscular" system that 

' moves flexibly to perform any type of 

work. 

1 
5 . The direct teaching method using the 

(side view) balancing function simplifies the work 

.~- ~ 
t o teach the robot. 

'\(fj .£t I 
.. ,~ ! 

I 
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D 302-05 A

Name of company!
Department in charge

Dainichi Kika Co., Ltd. Address!
Telephone

Kosa! Industrial Complex,
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi
05528(2)5581

Kosaimachi,

Model Name I BA-2600 Main
applications I Handling, paj.Le t t e-] W . h f b . If

Lng, arc welding I elg to ro at lise

Degree of freedom
of motion

600/sec

a. Input information
and teaching mode Playback robot

Cylindrical coordinates robot

llOOkg

6

Classification
b. Motion form load capacity lOOkg(Max. )

Axes

Right-left traverse

Operating space Speed Axes

Right-left swing

±135° 60° /sec Up-down swing

1330rnm 600mm/sec Hand Right-left traverse

[Ip-down traverse

1480mm 600mm/sec Revolution

Fin-
Clamp

'"

Right-left turning

Up-down traverse

Up-down tumlnq

Operating space Speed

60° /sec

+30° - _90° 600/sec

Revolution

Travelling

Allowable environmental
conditions

Remarks

Repeatability
(Positioning precision)

±l.Omm

Sequential mode Microcomputer

Positioning Electric DC servo

Miscellany

SO/60Hz 2.0kVA
lSONt/min

Power-External
-lntemat

CP control/various interpolat-
ing functions
AC200/220V
6.5kg/cm2G

Sequential mode Direct teaching with input
through the teaching box

Position and speed
- do - speed can be set at
any of 8 levels.

Memory mode Ie memory

Memory capaci ty 1000 steps (Hax . 3000 steps)

Internal measuring
ability Optical shaft encoder Miscellany PTF teaching

External measuring!
Recognizing ability

Auxiliary functions,
options etc.

Self-diagnostic function

Outward figure

(plan)

(side view)

I Operation space

28

Characteristics of the robot

1. This is a medium-sized, high-quality
robot sui table for precision handling
or spot welding of workpieces veaghtng
lOOkg or less.

2. A combination of pneumatic power and
electric servo system is used for the
robot to ensure accurate performance of
work that has to be done at a high speed.

3. This cylindrical coordinates robot has
an extensive, useful operating space.

4. The balancing function incorporated in
this system helps reduce the required
electric power to move a workpiece of
given weight.

5. Direct teaching can be done by the
balancing function.J

I

I

~/

oQJ

... ~,
I '
+

D302-05A 

Name of company/ Dainichi Kiko Co ., Ltd. Address/ Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi, 

Department in charge Telephone Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi 
05528(2)5 81 

Model Name I BA-2600 Main I Handling, palletizi W . h f b . If llOOkg 
applications ing' arc welding etg to ro ot ttse 

a. Input information 
Playback robot 

Degree of freedom 6 
and teaching mode of motion 

Classification 
b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates robot Load capacity lOOkg(Max.) 

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left traverse Right-left swing ±150° 60°/sec 

Right-left turning ±135° 60°/sec Up-down swing +30° - - 90° 60°/se c 

Up-down traverse 1330mm 600mm/sec Hand Right-left traverse 

Arm 
Up-down turn·ing Up-down traverse 

In-out 1480mm 600mm/sec Revolution ±90° 60°/sec 

Revolution 
Fin- Clamp 
ger 

Travelling Remarks 

Repeatability ±l . Omm Allowable environmenta l 0 - 45°C 
(Positioning precision) conditions 

Sequential mode Microcomputer Sequential mode Direct teaching with input 

g ~ 
through the teaching box 

c 0 
0 Positioning Electric DC servo B - do - ' 

speed can be set at 
u c Position and speed 
C>O c: any of 8 levels. 
c·- .2 ·:;; 1J 
0 c CP control/various interpolat- 0> 

::;:,2 Miscellany c: 

ing functions :c Memory mode IC memory 
g ., 

Power-External AC200/220V 50/60Hz 2 . 0kVA f--

-Internal 6 . 5kg/cm2G lSONl!,Jmin 
Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max . 3000 steps) 

Internal measuring 
Optical shaft encode r Miscellany PTP teaching 

ability 

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions, 
Recognizing ability options etc. 

Self-diagnostic function 

Outward figure I Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

(plan) 1. This is a medium- sized, high - quality 

w~ 
robot sui table for precision handling 

- I 
or spot welding of lvorkpieces weighing 

i3:E\f'~~l 
lOOkg or less. 

2 . A combination of pneumatic power and 

~~ . r I electric servo system is used for the 

~~... · ~rmr ! 
robot to ensure accurate performance of 
work that has to be done at a high speed. 

T. 1! 3. This cylindrical coordinates robot has 
an extensive, useful operating space. 

" 51 4. The balancing function incorporated in 
'---"'---' this system helps reduce the r equired 

(side view) 
electric power to move a workpiece of 
given weight . 

-t 5. Direct teaching can be done by the 

I 
balancing function . 

i 

¢~ 
0 

1 
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D302-06A

Address!
Telephone

Name of company/
Department in charge Dainichi Kika Co., Ltd.

Speed Axes

Right-left swing

40o/sec Up-down swing

400rnm/sec Hand Right-left traverse

Up-down traverse

400mm/sec Revolution

Fin-
Clampgee

Kasai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi,
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi
05528(2)5581

I BA-4700 Main
applications I

Heavy duty rnat e r La ll- . .
~g-gdling. palle t.Lz-] Weight of robot Itself

Degree of freedom
of motion

6

Model Name

Classification

a. Input information
and teaching mode Playback robot

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates robot

External measuring!
Recognizing ability

SO/60Hz 45kVA
600N>Umin

Axes Operating space

Right-left traverse

Right-left turning ±135°
Up-down traverse 1350mm

Up-down turning

In-out 1480mm

Revolution

Travelling

3200kg

Load capacity 3S0kg (Max. )

Repeatability
(Positioning precision) ±l.Ornm Allowable environmental

conditions

Sequential mode Microcomputer

Positioning Electric DC servo

Miscellany CP control/various interpolating
functions

Power-External
-Internal

AC200/220V
7.0kg/cm2G

Internal measuring
ability Optical shaft encoder

Remarks

I Operation spaceOutward figure

(plan) 6,~~('Ol=~ I

<~D~
'I' i, !..jJ' !, -'" I,

"

I ;111 • I

I ".J'" 1J60

, -,(side view)

Operating space Speed

29

45D/sec

45° /sec

Sequential mode Direct teaching with input
through the teaching box

Position and speed
- do - speed can be set at
any of 8 levels.

Memory mode IC memory

Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.3000 steps)

Miscellany rTP teaching

Auxiliary functions,
options etc.

Self-diagnostic function

Characteristics of the robot

1. This is a large, high-grade robot spe-
cially designed to feed heavy workpieces
to an Ne bender or handle them for other
purposes.

2. The balancing function incorporated in
the robot provides a maximum load capa-
city of 350kg, enabling the robot to
efficiently carry and handle all types
of workpieces.

3. It has a positioning accuracy of the
highest level (within ±l.Omm), compared
with other large robots.

4. Good operating qualities are provided
by the playback system.

5. The robot itself is compactly designed
but has an extensive operating space.

Name of company/ 
Department in charge Dainichi Kiko Co., Ltd. 

Address/ 
Telephone 

D302-06A 

Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi, 
Nakakoma- gun, Yamanashi 
05528(2)5581 

Model Name I BA-4700 
Main 
applications !

Heavy duty materia~- . . 
~g~dling, palle tizi We1ght of robot 1tself 3200kg 

Classification 

a. Input information 
and teaching mode Playback robot Degree of freedom 

of motion 
6 

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates robot Load capacity 350kg (Max. ) 

Axes 

Right-left traverse 

Right-left turning 

Up-down traverse 
Arm 

Up-down turning 

In-out 

Revolution 

Travelling 

Repeatability 
(Positioning precision) 

g 
c: 
0 
(J c: 
cno 

.S ·;; 
> (J 
0 c: 
::..2 

Sequential mode 

Positioning 

Miscellany 

Power-External 
-Internal 

Internal measuring 
ability 

External measuring/ 
Recognizing ability 

Outward figure 

(plan) 

(side view) 

Operating space Speed 

±135° 40°/sec 

1350mm 400rnm/sec 

1480mm 400rnm/sec 

±1. Ornm 

Microcomputer 

Electric DC servo 

CP control/various interpolating 

functions 

AC200/220V 50/60Hz 45kVA 
7.0kg/cm2G 600N~/min 

Optical shaft encoder 

I Operation space 
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Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left swing 45°/sec 

Up-down swing ±60° 45°/sec 

Hand Right-left traverse 

Up-down traverse 

Revolution 180° 45°/sec 

Fin- Clamp ger 

Remarks 

Allowable environmental 
conditions 

c: 
0 

·;; 
(J 

c: 
.2 

"' c: 
~ 
:; 
~ 

Sequential mode 

Position and speed 

Memory mode 

Memory capacity 

Miscellany 

Auxiliary functions. 
options etc. 

Direct teaching with input 
through the teaching box 

- do -, speed can be set at 

any of 8 levels . 

IC memory 

1000 steps (Max.3000 steps) 

PTP teaching 

Self-d iagnostic function 

Characteristics of the robot 

1 . This is a large, high-grade robot spe
cially designed to feed heavy workpieces 
to an NC bender or handle them for other 
purposes . 

2 . The balancing function incorporated in 
the robot provides a maximum load capa
city of 350kg, enabling the robot to 
efficiently carry and handle all types 
of workpieces . 

3. It has a positioning accuracy of the 
highest level (within ±l .Omm) , compared 
with other large robots. 

4. Good operating qualities are provided 
by the playback system . 

5. The robot itself is compactly designed 
but has an extensive operating space . 



0302-07 A

Addressl
Kasai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi,

Name of company! Dainichi Kika Co. , Ltd. Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi
Department in charge

Telephone 05528(2)55R1

Main I~Oading/unl0ading -, Weight of robot itself 135kg
Model Name HANBOT applications of workpieces

a, Input information Variable sequence robot Degree of freedom 3
and teaching mode

of motion

Classification robot Load capacity lOkg(Max. )
b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse lS0mm Max. 600mm/ sec Right-left swing

Right-left turning ±60° Max.gOo/sec Up-down swing

Up-down traverse Hand Right-left traverse

A,m
Up-down turning

Up-down traverse

In-out 450mm Max. 600mml sec Revolution

Fin- ClampRevolution gee

Travelling Remarks
Swing and swivel tunc t t ons of th.
hand available bv option

Repeatability ±O.2mm Allowableenvironmental 0 45•
(Positioningprecision) conditions

-

Sequential control with the controllerSequentialmode controller
Sequentialmode Programmable

e program
C

:' 0
0 Positioning Mechanical stopper .~ Positionand speed Stoppero c
~o~e .2
o c (Electric servo available by ~
".2 Miscellany c

option) ~
Memorymode

Power-External AC200/220V SO/60Hz O.5kVA eo
-Internal 6.0k"-;cm2G 300NQ./min

Memorycapacity

Internalmeasuring
-,

ability Miscellany

Externalmeasuring! Auxiliary functions.
Recognizingability options etc I

Outwardfigure Operation space Characteristicsof the robot
I

(plan)
1. This is a cylindrical coordinates, single-

'" adaptable robot.
I I

purpose,
- I 2. Many versions are available because dif-

!l!iO I
ferent mixes of modules can be added to.

" 1
the standard model, depending on the user's:1!i

~~ :

I

requirements.
I

, 3. Many different combinations of driving
1

'I
~I systems, such as a pneumatic linear ac tu--,
i

ator, rotary actuator, and electric servo,

I
are available for the robot.

I , 4. Some additional arms and multi-axis hands
I be readily attached the robot

(sideview)
can to as
necessary.

5, All driving forces are supplied by the

/\ pneumatic system which has a simple mechen-
ical construction for easy maintenance.

~JThy,~4i
r
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D302-07 A 

Address/ 
Kosai I ndus t ria l Compl ex, Kosairnachi, 

Name of company/ Da in ichi Kiko Co ., Ltd . Nakakoma - gun, Yamanashi 

Department in charge 
Telephone 

05528(2)55Al 

Main !Load i ng/unload i ng I Weight of robot itself 13Skg 
Model Name HANBOT applications of wo r kpieces 

a. Input information Variable sequence r obot Degree of freedom 3 
and teaching mode 

of motion 

Classification Load capacity lOkg(Max.) 
b. Motion form Cylindrical coor dina t es robot 

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left traverse l SOrnrn Max. 600rnrn / sec Right- left swing 

Right-left turning ±60° Max.90°/sec Up-down swing 

Up-down trave rse 
Hand Right-left traverse 

Arm 
Up-down turn ing 

Up-down traverse 

In -out 450mm Max.600mm/sec Revolution 

Fin- Clamp 
Revo lu tion ger 

Trave ll ing Remarks 
Swing and sw1vel funct1ons of the 
hand available by option 

Repeatability ±0.2mm Allowable environmental 0 - 45° 
(Positioni ng precis ion ) conditions 

Seq uential control with the 
Sequentia l mode program controller 

Sequential mode Programmable controller 

g :: 
c: 0 
0 

Posi ti oning Mechanical stopper B u c: Position and speed Stopper 
0>0 

c: 
.s ·;:; 
> u 

.2 
0 c: (Electric servo available by "' ::!:.2 Mi sce lla ny 

c: Memory mode I option) 
:c 
~ 

Power -External AC200/220V 50/60Hz O.SkVA 
~ i -Interna l 6.0kg/cm2G JOON£/min 

Memory capacity 

Interna l measuring Misce llany I 
abi lity 

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions, J Recognizing ability options etc . 

Outward fi gure I Operation space Characteristics of the robot 
I 

(plan) 
1. This is a cylindrical coordinates, sin~le-

"" adaptable robot. 
I 

pur pose , 
- ' I 2 . Many versions available because dif-are 

~·~ ~~ 
ferent mixes of modules can be added to ., I the standard model , depending on the user's 

~~ 

I 
requirements. 

I 
I 'I 

3 . Many different combinations of drivin~ 

I I " 
systems , such as a pneumatic linear actu-

i 
~, , ator, rotary actuator, and electric servo, 

I are available for the robot. 

I 
4 . Some a dd itional a rms and multi-axis hands 

(side view) 
can be r eadily attached to the robot as 
necessary . 

5 . All driving for ces a r e supplied by the 

/\ pneumatic system which has a simple echan-
ical cons truction for easy maintenance. 

I 
~ 

/~ 

;-ft~1 ~ 

~~ j[ ----,-

I 
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D302-08A

Name of company/ Addressl
Kosai Industrial Complex. Kosaimachi,

Department in charge Dainichi Kika Co. , Ltd. Telephone Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi
05528(2)5581

Model Name I PALEBOT 150 Main iR~-Le§6H~fi~~pyai;~P~g~\ . . 1800kgapplications cl~~s t and separatlon 0 Weight of robot Itself
re c s

e. Input information Playback robot Degree of freedom 4
Classification

and teaching mode of motion

b. Motion form Cartesian coordinates robot load capacity 150kg (Max.)

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse 1600mm 600mm/sec Right·left swing

Right-left turning Up-down swing

Up-down traverse lOODmm 600mm/sec Hand Right-left traverse
Arm

Up-down turning Up-down traverse

In-out lOODmm 600mm/sec Revolution

Revolution
Fin- Clamp900 (or 180°) 60,° /sec gee

Travelling Remarks
Bending function of the hand
available by option

Repeatability
±l.Omm

Allowable environmental
(Positioning precision) conditions

Direct teaching wi th input
Sequential mode Microcomputer Sequential mode through the teaching box

2
" c
0

0 - do - speed can be set at
u 0 Positioning Electric servo e Position and speed any of 8 levels
~o 2.S'i"
> uo 0 CP control/various interpolatin ~
".2 Miscellany 0 Memory mode

functions ~
Ie memory

Power-External AC200/220V SO/60Hz 3.5kVA '"-In ternal
Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.3000 steps)

Internal measuring Optical shaft encoder Miscellany PTP teaching
ability

External measuring! Auxiliary functions, Self-diagnostic function
Recognizing ability options etc

Outward figure I Operation space Characteristics of the robot

(plan) l. This is a cartesian coordinates robot
primarily designed for palletizing.

= 2. A wide variety of fingers/hands and attach-
n,,"<Y' I

I ments are available for palletizing dU-
I

~
ferent types of workpieces.

I , 3. \.I1orkpieces on the pallet can be arranged
i

~ II K'- in many different ways and combinations.

4. The operating space can be easily changed.

I
I

, 5. The robot has a well-designed construction

n with linear motion characteristics which
is capable of conveying workpieces at a

i high speed.
6. It is equipped with a sensor to separate

(side view) rejects or correct the position of work-
pieces if placed incorrectly.

_llL 7. The robot may be supplied by option in a

IJl=k
special configuration that can load and

:.~/ unload workpieces or materials to and from
more than one machine tool.

! il 'I;, I /
I ''''''I'' I .

I! ,~I
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Name of company/ 
Department in charge Dainichi Kiko Co., Ltd. 

Model Name I PALEBOT 150 

Classification 

a. Input information 
and teaching mode Playback robot 

Address/ 
Telephone 

D302-08A 

Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosairnachi, 
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi 
05528(2)5581 

Degree of freedom 
of motion 

1800kg 

4 

b. Motion form Cartesian coordinates robot Load capacity 150kg (Max.) 

Axes 

Right-left traverse 

Right-left turning 

Up-down traverse 
Arm 

Up-down turning 

In-out 

Revolution 

Travelling 

Repeatability 
(Positioning precision) 

g 
c: 
0 
0 c: 
0>0 
.S ·;:. 
> 0 
0 c: 
::;:,2 

Sequential mode 

Positioning 

Miscellany 

Power -External 
-Internal 

Internal measuring 
ability 

External measuring/ 
Recognizing ability 

Outward figure 

!plan) 

!side view) 

Operating space Speed 

1600mm 600mm/sec 

lOOOmm 600mm/sec 

lOOOmm 600mm/sec 

90°(or 180°) 60_0 /sec 

±l .Omm 

Microcomputer 

Electric servo 

CP control/various interpolatin 
functions 

AC200/220V 50/60Hz 3.5kVA 

Optical shaft encoder 

I Operation space 

I ~ m " I 
I ! i l#.~?ia 
~ ~~ 
I r I 
.L.l~ 

I .. ~ .. ... : .. I 
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Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left swing 

Up-down swing 

Hand Right-left traverse 

Up-down traverse 

Revolution 

Fin - Clamp ger 

Remarks 

Allowable environmental 
conditions 

Sequential mode 

Position and speed 

Memory mode 

Memory capacity 

Miscellany 

Auxiliary functions, 
options etc. 

Bending function of the hand 
available by op tion 

Direct teaching with input 

through the teaching box 

- do -, speed can be set at 
any of 8 levels 

IC memory 

1000 steps (Max.3000 steps) 

PTP teaching 

Self-diagnostic function 

Characteristics of the robot 

1. This is a cartesian coordinates robot 
primarily designed for palletizing. 

2. A wide variety of fingers/hands and attach
ments a re available for palletizing dif
ferent types of workpieces. 

3. Workpieces on the pallet can be arranged 
in many different ways and combinations . 

4. The operating space can be easily changed. 
5. The robot has a well-designed construction 

with linear motion characteristics which 
is capable of conveying workpieces at a 
high speed . 

6. It is equipped with a sensor to separate 
rejects or correct the position of work
pieces if placed incorrectly. 

7. The robot may be supplied by option in a 
special configuration that can load and 
unload workpieces or materials to and from 
more than one machine tool. 



D302-09A

-

Name of company/
Department in charge Dainichi Kiko Co., Ltd.

Address/
Telephone

Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi,
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi
05528(2)5581

Model Name

lOOmm/sec

Speed

Classification

-1 FACEROBO FR-IO Main
applications

Automatic gas cut I . .
ting, sea Li.ng , and Weight of robot Itself
assembiv

Degree of freedom
of motion

3a. Input information
and teaching mode Playback robot

SOOkg

Load capacity lOkg(Max. )

Axes

A,m

Revolution

Right-left

b. Motion form Articulated robot

Right-left turning

I Operation space

Hand 1-----+------+----Up-down traverse

Operating space Speed

Up-down turning

turning 45°/sec

In-out

Travelling

45° /sec

150mm

Fin-
gee

Sensing function

Axes Operating space

Repeatability
(Positioning precision) ±O,Smm

Right-left swing

Up-down swing

Right-left traverse

Up-down traverse

Revolution

Clamp

Sw~ng and sw~verTunct~ons at tn.
hand available by option

Sequential mode Microcomputer

Positioning

Miscellany

Power-External
-Internal

Electric DC servo

CP control/various interpolatin
functions
AC200/22gv SO/60Hz 2.0kVA
6.0kg/cm G

Remarks

Allowable environmental
conditions

Internal measuring
ability Optical shaft encoder

Sequential mode
Direct teaching with input
through the teaching box

External measuring!
Recognizing ability

Position and speed
~ do - speed can be set at
any of 32 levels.

Outward figure

1.

sl a
R 2."I ,

I
,

n~ ~
~150

; 220
3.

(plan)

(side view)

32

Memory mode Ie memory

Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max,3000 steps)

Miscellany PTP teaching

Auxiliary functions,
options etc

Characteristics of the robot

The robot primarily covers a plane operat~
ing space to perform such work as gas,
plasma, and other cutting operations and
sealing.
This articulated robot has a maximum
operating radius of 2870mm which is long
enough to cover an iron plate of 4 x 8
(1219 x 2438),
It is driven by a high-performance DC
servomotor for all operations or motions,
and also it is well designed for easy
maintenance with the servomotor, solenoid
brakes, tacho-generator, and encoder put
together into one unit.

4. The robot can be used for cutting or seal-
ing not only flat workpieces but also
those with curved surfaces because modular
hands with 1-3 degrees of freedom (C(, S.
and y axes) can be attached to the end of
the arm, depending on the type of job to
be perf ormed .

II ' 

Name of company/ 
Department in charge Dainichi Kika Co. , Ltd. 

Model Name I FACEROBO FR-10 
Main 
applications 

Address/ 
Telephone 

D302-09A 

Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi, 
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi 
05528(2)5581 

!
Automatic gas cut I . . 
ting, seal1ng, and We1ght of robot 1tself 
assembly 

500kg 

a. Input information 
and teaching mode Playback r obot 

Degree of freedom 
of motion 

3 

Classification 
b. Motion form Articulated robot 

Axes 

Right-left turning 

Right·left turning 

Up-down traverse 

Arm 
Up-down turning 

In -out 

Revolution 

Travelling 

Repeatabi lity 
(Positioning precision) 

g 
c: 
0 
<J c: 
0>0 c: ·-
·:; tl 
0 c: 
~.z 

Sequential mode 

Posi tioning 

Misce llany 

Power-Externa l 
-Internal 

Internal measuring 
ability 

External measuring/ 
Recogni zing abil ity 

Outward fi gure 

(plan) 

~ I 
I 

(side view) 

I ,___ 

Operating space Speed 

±90° 45°/sec 

±65° 45°/sec 

150mm lOOmm/sec 

±0 . 5mm 

Microcomputer 

Electric DC servo 

CP control/various interpolatin 

functions 

AC200/22gv 50/60H z 2.0kVA 
6.0kg/cm G 

Optical shaft encoder 

I Operat ion space 

32 

Load capacity lOkg(Max.) 

Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left swing 

Up-down swi ng 

Hand Right-left traverse 

Fin· 
ger 

Up-down trave rse 

Revolution 

Clamp 

Remarks 
Sw1ng and s1nve1. runcuons or the 
hand available by option 

Allowable environmental 
conditions 

o - 45 °C 

Sequential mode 
Direct teachin g with input 
through the teaching box 

Position and speed 
- do -, speed can be set at 
any of 32 levels. 

Memory mode IC memory 

Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max .3000 steps) 

Miscellany PTP teaching 

Auxiliary functions, 
options etc. 

Sensing function 

Characteristics of the robot 

The robot primarily covers a plane operat
ing space to perform such work as gas, 
plasma, and other cutting operations and 
sealing . 
This articulated robot has a maximum 
operating radius of 2870mm which i s long 
enough to cover an iron plate of 4 x 8 
(1219 X 2438), 
It is driven by a high - performance DC 
servomotor for all operations or motions, 
and also it is well designed for easy 
maintenance with the servomotor , solenoid 
brakes, tacho-generator, and encoder put 
together into one unit. 

4 . The robot can be used for cutting or seal
ing not only flat workpieces but also 
those with curved surfaces because modular 
hands with 1-3 degrees of freedom (a, 8 , 
and Y axes) can be attached to the end of 
the arm , depending on the type of job to 
be performed. 



D302-10A

Name of company!
Department in charge Dainichi Kika Co., Ltd.

Kosai Industrial Complex, Kasaimachi,
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi
05528(2)5581

120~/sec

Address!
Telephone

I PT-200H Main"
applications

45kg
J

ASSemblY, sealing, I
and conveyance Weight of robot itselfModel Name

Classification

a. Input information
and teaching mode Playback robot

Zkgf Hax , )b. Motion form Articulated robot

Degree of freedom
of motion 4

Load capacity

Speed Axes Operating spaceAxes Operating space

Right-left t.ur-nang (8) ±120o

Right-left turning (X) ±13So

Up-down traverse 75mmA,m
Up-down tumlnq

In-out

1200/sec

1200/sec

12Omm/sec

Revolution

Hand

Fin-
gee Clamp

Self-diagnostic function

Speed

Right-left swing

Up-down swing

Right-left traverse

Up-down traverse

Revolution

Travelling Remarks

Repeatability
(Positioning precision) ±O.OSmm Allowable environmental

conditions

Sequential mode Microcomputerg
co
u C
~oS -.;:1
> uo c,,~

Positioning Electric DC servo

Miscellany CP control/various interpolat-
ing functions

Power-External
-Internal

AC200/220¥ SO/60Hz 45kVA
(6.5kg/cm G 2SN£/m)

Sequential mode Direct teaching with input
through the teaching box

Position and speed
- do - speed can be set at any
of 8 leve Is

Memory mode IC memory

Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.3000 steps)

Internal measuring
ability Optical shaft encoder PTP teaching

External measuring!
Recognizing ability

Miscellany

Auxiliary functions,
options etc.

I Operation space Characteristics of the robotOutward figure

(plan)

, ,.

(side view)

33

1. This small, light robot, primarily designed
for assembly, requires only a very small
space for installation; it can be easily
incorporated into an existing production
line.

2. Its articulated construction provides an
extensive operating space.

3. The well-designed robot, even while operat-
ing at a high speed (140Omm/sec), works
stably and accurately (within ±O.05mm of
the specified position).

4. Its simple mechanism makes maintenance work
easier.

5. Dainichi's years of experience and exper-
tise have been incorporated in the robot to
provide good operating qualities.

D302-10A 

Name of company/ Address/ Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi, 

Department in charge Dainichi Kiko Co., Ltd. Telephone Nakakoma- gun, Yamanashi 
05528(2)5581 

Model Name I PT-200H Main 
appli cations 

I Assemb l y, sealing , I . . 
and conveyance We1ght of robot 1tself 45kg 

a. Input information 
Playback robot 

Degree of freedom 
4 and teaching mode of motion 

Classification 
b. Motion form Articulated robot Load capacity 2kg(Max . ) 

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left 
~:urn1ng 

(6) ±120° 120°/sec Right-left swing 

Right-left turning (X) ±135° 120°/sec Up·down swing 

Up-down traverse 75mm 120mm/sec Hand Right-left traverse 
Arm 

Up-down turning Up-down traverse 

In-out Revolution 

Revolution ±150° 120~/sec 
Fin· Clamp ger 

Travelling Remarks 

Repeatability 
±0.05mm 

Allowable environmental 
0 45°C (Positioning precision) conditions -

Sequential mode Microcomputer Sequential mode Direct teaching with input 

g through th e teaching box 

" c: 0 - do - speed be s e t at 
0 Electric 'B Position and speed ' 

can an y 
u c: Positioning DC servo of 8 levels 
C>O 

c: 
c: ·- .2 ·:; tJ 
0 c: CP control / various interpol at-

C> 

::!:.2 Miscellany 
c: Memory mode IC memory i: 

ing functions ~ 

Power-External AC200/220~ 50/60Hz 45kVA 
~ 

-Internal 
Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.3000 st e ps) 

(6.5kg/cm G 25N i /m) 

Internal measuring 
Optical shaft encoder Miscellany PTP teaching 

ability 

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions, Self-diagnostic function 
Recognizing ability options etc. 

Outward figure I Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

(plan) 
1. This small, light robot, primarily de signed 

for assembly, requires onl y a very small .• ~ "' 
m'(l } space for installation; it can be e asily 
'-' incorporated into existing production 

i AEl 
an 

1 line . 
I 

mcu 
'-' 2. Its articulated construction provides an 

..,, ! extensive operating space • 

~ , -11 ' I r-1 3 . The well-designed robot, even while operat-·-,--·, I I '---i ing at a high speed (1400mm/sec), works 
·~. u ... stably and accurately (within ±0. 05mm of 

~ ;h.II,.,o_, the specified position). 

rl ~ 4. Its simple mechanism makes maintenance work 
(s ide view) ~ I easier. 

' 5. Dainichi's years of experience and exper-
tise have been incorporated in the robot to 

~\ 
provide good operating qualities . 

I /\ 
...!... 

-
..---..._ _)...... 

~ -~~· / __ .· . i 
I ~/ '-----" 

~ '-. e:::_<+'"~ m 

/ ... 

-~ ' I 

' 
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D302-11A

Address/
Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi,

Name of company/ Dainichi Kika Co. , Ltd. Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi
Department in charge Telephone

05528(2)5581

I
Main AssemblYl sealingj 50 kgModel Name PT-200V
applications

and l o ad ing Weight of robot itself

a. Input information Playback robot
Degree of freedom 5and teaching mode of motion

Classification
b.Motion form Articulated robot Load capacity 2kg(Max.)

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse Right-left swing

Right-left turning ±lSOO 120o/sec Up-down swing ±l20" 1200/sec
turn i ng

±I20o Hand RighI-left traverseUp-down 12Omm/sec
Acm

Up-down turning ±USO I20D/sec Up-down traverse

In-out Revolution

Revolution i2000 240° /sec
Fin- Clampgee

Travelling Remarks

Repeatability
±O.OSmm Allowable environmental 0 - 45°C(Positioning precision) conditions

Sequential mode Mie t-oc ompu t e r Sequential mode Direct teaching with input

g through the teaching box
cc 0 - do - speed ,an be ,et at0 Positioning Electric DC B any

o c servo Position and speed
~o c of 8 leve Is
~ 'i" "> 0
o c cr control/various interpolat- ~,," Miscellany c Memory mode IC memory

ing fun c t ions ~
Power-External ~

-Internal AC200/220V SO/60Hz 4SkVA Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.30aO steps)

Internal measuring
Op t ic a L she f t encoder Miscellanyability PTP teaching

External measuring! Auxiliary functions,Recognizing ability Self-diagnostic functionoptions etc.

Outward figure I Operation space Characteristics of the robot

(plan)

& 1. This i, a very small, light robot which can
iu be installed the wrong way around a, well
iii a s in the normal position.

iff' 2. It h" a very high positioning accuracy
(±a.05mm) , compared with other assembly

~tB robots.
3. Another advantage i, its high-speed capabi-

lity which enables it to properly handle

lfJfftfP
i

workpieces faster than human workers.

I. F:=1 4. The robot i, also versatile enough to sati-

'" ~, : I sfactorily perform all types of assembly
(side view) work, and yet it i, supplied at a low pricea>( . for its multipurpose capabilities.

ff/r-
v! ~JIii '

£4"'''-'!'<~"#-~"
,

, 7i~~I I' <

! chA"

~<"~~.1
:.;</ ~ ;;="1

,
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D302-11A 

Address/ 
Kosai Indus t r i al Complex, Kosaimachi, 

Name of company/ Dainichi Kiko Co., Ltd. N akakoma-gun, Yamanash i 
Department in charge Telephone 

05528(2)5581 

I PT- 200V Main 

I 
Assembly, sealing! 50 kg Model Name applications 
and l o ad1ng We ight of robot itself 

a. Input information 
P layback robot 

Degree of freedom 
5 

and teaching mode of motion 
Classification 

b. Motion form Articulated robot Load capacity 2kg(Max.) 

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left traverse Right-left swing 

Right-left turning ±150° 120°/sec Up-down swing ±120° 120°/sec 

Up-down 
turn1ng 

±120° 120mm/ sec Hand Right-left traverse 
Arm 

Up-down turning ±135° 120°/sec Up-down traverse 

In-out Revolution 

Revolution ±200° 240°/sec 
Fin- Clamp ger 

Travelling Remarks 

Repeatability 
±0.05mm 

Allowable environmental 
0 - 45°C (Posi tioning precision) conditions 

Sequential mode Microcomputer Sequential mode Direct teaching with input 

g through the teaching box 
~ c 0 - do - speed be set at 0 

Positioning E l ectric ' can any 
" c DC servo t) Position and speed mo c of 8 leve l s 
.~ ·;:; 
> " 

2 
0 c CP control /various interpolat- "' ~2 Mi sce llany c Memory mode IC memory :c ing funct i ons :; ., 

Power-Externa l 1-

-In terna l AC 200/ 220V 50 / 60Hz 45kVA Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.3000 steps ) 

Internal measuring 
Optical shaft encoder Miscellany ability PTP teaching 

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions , Self-diagnostic Recogn iz ing ability 
options etc. 

function 

Outward figure I Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

(plan) 

' l. This is a very small, light robot which can 
be installed the wrong way around as well 

I I I as ln the normal position. 
2. lt has a very high positioning accuracy 

~1 (±0 . 05mm), compared with other assembly 

rl Fi; 
robots. 

l!r~l 
3. Another advantage is its high-speed capab i-

lity whi ch enables it to properly handl e 
workpieces fast e r than human workers. 

4. The robot is also versatile enough to sati-
sfactorily perform all types of assembl y 

(side view) work, and ye t it is supplied at a low price 

~/ 
for its multipurpose capabilities. 

:· .Y1 ~ 
r ;1 ·, 

-et"~ I ;(1' . . ~ I ..• , .. 
- (11 

I 
I I I ' 

---.,..-c"" ;/. .... ·-, I ./ 
--~ ..... ._. .. - --- ~~I ::e --- / I '- '5. ..... · ~·:' 
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D302-12A

Name of company!
Department in charge Dainichi Kika Co., Ltd. Address!

Telephone

Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi,
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi
05528(2)5581

I PT-300H Main
applications

125kg

90° Isec

Remarks

Assembly sealing, ch;1
fering, ioading, screw Weight of robot itself
d ·vi~:' -~nd bosiu;;'-

Mode! Name

Classification

a. Input information
and teaching mode Playback robot

Load capacity Skg(Max.)b. Motion form Articulated robot

Self-diagnostic function

Degree of freedom
of motion 4

Axes Operating space Speed Axes

External measuring!
Recognizing ability

I Operation space Characteristics of the robot

SpeedOperating space

Right-left turning (8) ±90o 900/sec
eX) +145~

-115 gOO/secRight-leftturning

Up-down traverse
Acm

Up-down turning

In-out 100mm 10Omm/sec

Revolution

Travelling

Right·leftswing

Riqht-lef t traverseHand

Up-down traverse

Revolution
Fin-
9" Clamp

Repeatability
(Positioningprecision) ±O.Imm Allowableenvironmental

conditions

Sequentialmode Mic r oc ornp u t e r

Positioning ElectrLc DC servo

Miscellany CP control/various interpolat-
ing functions

Power- External
-Internal AC200/220V SO/60Hz 45kVA

Miscellany PTP teachingInternalmeasuring
ability Optical shaft encoder

Outward figure

(plan)

~ • i
; ~r-------:=
~j;~~
,-'----'--:7,-
~:

R HII±f .+-~£+-I:11 'i

(sideview)

Sequentialmode Direct teaching with input
through the teaching box

Positionand speed - do -, speed can be set at any
of 8 leve Is

Memory mode IC memory

Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.30aa steps)

Auxiliaryfunctions,
optionsetc.

1. This multipurpose robot meets nearly all
requirements of users; it is compact,
light, swift, versatile, and inexpensive.

2. Since it is compactly designed to minimize
the required space for installation, it can
be readily incorporated into an existing
production line.

3. Powered by a high-performance DC servomo-
tor, the robot achieves a maximum resultant
speed of 160Omm/sec, processing or handling
workpieces faster than human workers.
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Name of company/ 
Department in charge Dainichi Kiko Co., Ltd. 

Address/ 
Telephone 

D302-12A 

Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi, 

Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi 
05528(2)5581 

Main Assembly sealing, ch;1 
I.
 . fering loading, screw Weight of robot itself 

app •cat•ons dr:·vin~ and bosinJ:t 
Model Name I PT-300H 125kg 

Classification 

a. Input information 
and teaching mode Playback robot 

b. Motion form Articulated robot 

Axes 

Right-left turning 

Right-left turning 

Up-down traverse 
Arm 

Up-down turning 

In -out 

Revolution 

Travelling 

Repeatabi lity 
(Positioning precision) 

g 
c: 
0 
u c: 
0>0 
.!::'+=' 
> u 
0 c: 
:;;.2 

Sequentia l mode 

Positioning 

Miscellany 

Power-External 
-Internal 

Internal measuring 
ability 

External measuring/ 
Recognizing ability 

Outward figure 

(plan) 

(side view) 

(6) 

(X) 

Operating space 

+145~ 
-115 

lOOmm 

±0 . lmm 

Microcomputer 

E l ectric DC servo 

Speed 

90°/sec 

lOOmm/ sec 

CP control/various interpolat 
ing functions 

AC200/220V 50/60Hz 45kVA 

Optical shaft encoder 

" '-' 

I Operation space 

35 

Degree of freedom 
of motion 

Load capacity 

4 

Skg(Max.) 

Axes Operating space 

Right-left swing 

Up-down swing 

Speed 

Hand Right-left traverse 

Fin 
ger 

Up-down traverse 

Revolution 

Clamp 

Remarks 

Allowable environmental 
conditions 

c: 
0 

B 
c: 
.2 

"' c: 
£ 
u 

"' ~ 

Sequential mode 

Position and speed 

Memory mode 

Memory capacity 

Miscellany 

Auxiliary functions, 
options etc. 

Direct teaching with input 
through the teaching box 

- do -, speed can be set at any 
of 8 levels 

IC memory 

1000 steps (Max.3000 steps) 

PTP teaching 

Self-diagnostic function 

Characteristics of the robot 

1. This multipurpose robot meets nearly all 
requirements of users; it is compact, 
light, swift, versatile, and inexpensive. 

2 . Since it is compactly designed to minimize 
the required space for installation, it can 
be readily incorporated into an existing 
production line. 

3. Powered by a high-performance DC servomo
tor, the robot achieves a maximum resultant 
speed of l600mm/sec, processing or handling 
workpieces faster than human workers. 



Name of company!
Department in charge

Dainichi Kika Co" Ltd.

Model Name I PT-300V Main
applications

Classification

a. Input information
and teaching mode Playback robot

b. Motion form Articulated robot

Operating spaceAxes Speed

Right-left traverse

Right-left turning (8) ±13So

Up-down
turru.ng

(X) ±900
Arm +145Up-down turning (2) _llSo

In-out

900/ sec

900/sec

Address!
Telephone

-

D302-13A

Kosai Industrial Complex, xos a Lciac b L,
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi
05528(2)5581

90o/sec

Asse~~~y 1 handhng I
arc we Ld i ng and Weight of robot itself
sealin

ISSkg

Degree of freedom
of motion 5

Load capacity Skg(Max. )

Clamp

1000 steps (Max.3000 steps)

Hand

f-------:---I-----+------j

36

Fin-
gee

Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left swing

Up-down swing 90o/sec

Revolution

Travelling

Repeatability
(Positioning precision) ±O.lmm

Sequential mode Microcomputer
]
s
<.> c Positioning~o
·~Bo c
~ 2 Miscellany

Electric DC servo

CP control/various interpolat-
ing functions

Power-External
-Internal

AC200/220¥ SO/60Hz 4SkVA
(6.Skg/cm G)

Internal measuring
ability Optical shaft encoder

External measuring!
Recognizing ability

Outward figure I Operation space

(plan)

(side view)

Right·left traverse

Up-down traverse

Revolution

Remarks

Allowable environmental
conditions

Sequential mode Direct teaching with input
through the teaching box

Position and speed
do speed can be set at any

of 8 leve Is

Memory mode IC memory

Memory capacity

Miscellany PTP teaching

Auxiliary functions,
options etc. Self-diagnostic function

Characteristics of the robot

1. The compact, light structure of the robot
permit it to be installed on the plant cei-
ling or other similar places and readily
incorporated into an existing production
line.

2. The special "dome-shaped" operating Space
of the robot covers such an area of work
that cannot be performed by conventional
robotized systems.

3. The DC servomotor installed in the robot
ensures fast, accurate operation (within
±O.lmm), and the robot can be relied on for
good workmanship and high product quality.

4. It is a multipurpose robot whose program
can be easily changed to meet the require-
ments of a wide variety of work.

D 302-13A 

Name of company/ 
Department in charge 

Dainichi Kiko Co., Ltd. Address/ 
Telephone 

Kosai Indus trial Complex, Kosaimach i, 
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi 

Model Name I 
Classification 

Axes 

PT-300V 

a. Input information 
and teaching mode 

b. Motion form 

Operating space 

Right-left traverse 

Right-left turning (8) ±135° 

Up-down 
turn1.ng 

(X) ±90° 

05528(2)5581 

Main 
applications I 

Assembly, handl1ng:l 
arc weld1ng and Weight of robot itself 
seal in~ 

Playback robot 

Articulated robot 

Speed Axes 

Degree of freedom 
of motion 

Load capacity 

Operating space 

Right-left swing 

Up-down swing 

155kg 

5 

5kg(Max.) 

Speed 

90°/s ec 

Arm 
+145'"' Up-down turning (Z) 

Hand Right-left traverse 

~------~-------+--------~ 

In-out 

Revolution 

Travelling 

Repeatability 
(Positioning precision) 

Sequential mode 

Positioning 

Miscellany 

Power-External 
-Internal 

Internal measuring 
ability 

External measuring/ 
Recognizing ability 

Outward figure 

(plan) 

(side view) 

-ll5° 

±O.lmm 

Microcomputer 

Electric DC servo 

CP control/various interpolat
ing functions 

AC200/220¥ 50/60Hz 45kVA 
(6.5kg/cm G) 

Optical shaft encoder 

I Operation space 

I'" 
? 

36 

Fin
ger 

Up-down traverse 

Revolution 

Clamp 

Remarks 

90°/sec 

Allowable environmen tal 
conditions 

c: 
0 

" c: 
2 

"' c: 
.c 
g 
~ 

Sequential mode 

Position and speed 

Memory mode 

Memory capacity 

Miscellany 

Auxiliary functions, 
options etc. 

Direct teaching with input 
through the teaching box 

- do -, speed can be set at any 
of 8 levels 

IC memory 

1000 steps (Max.3000 steps ) 

PTP teaching 

Self-diagnostic functi on 

Characteristics of the robot 

1. The compact, light structure of th e robot 
permit it to be installed on the plant cei
ling or other similar places and readily 
incorporated into an existing produc tion 
line. 

2. The special "dome-shaped" operating spac e 
of the robot covers such an area of work 
that cannot be performed by conventional 
robotized systems . 

3. The DC servomotor installed in the rob ot 
ensures fast, accurate operation (within 
±O.lmm), and the robot can be relied on for 
good workmanship and high product qualit y. 

4. It is a multipurpose robot whose program 
can be e asily changed to meet the require
ments of a wide variety of work. 

J 

-



D302-14A

Address/
Telephone

Kasai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi,
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi
05528(2)5581

Name of company!
Department in charge Dainichi Kika Co., Ltd.

Speed Axes

Right·left swing

7SD/sec Up-down swing

40Qnm/sec Hand Right-left traverse

Up-down traverse

400mml sec Revolution

Fin-
Clampgee

Main
applications

Handling, assembl~
and arc we l.d i.ng ) Weight of robot itself

Degree of freedom
of motion

Model Name 180kg

Classification

3. Input information
and teaching mode Playback robot

load capacity 5kg{Max. )b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates rohot

Speed

External measuring!
Recognizing ability

Optical shaft encoder

Auxiliary functions, Sensing function
options etc.

Axes Operating space

Right-left traverse

Riqht.left turning

Up-down traverse 400mm
Arm

In-out 400mm

Revolution

RemarksTravelling

4

PTP teach ing

7So/sec

Operating space

Repeatability
(Positioning precision) ±O.2mm Allowable environmental

conditions

Sequential mode Microcomputer

Positioning Electric DC servo

CP control/various
ing functions

Ln t e r-po Lat;r-Miscellany

Power-External
-Internal

AC200/22gv SO/60Hz
6.0kg/cm G

2.0kVA

Internal measuring
ability

Sequential mode
Direct teaching with input
through the teaching box

Position and speed
- do - speed can be set at any
of 32 leve Is

Memory mode IC memory

Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.30aO steps)

Miscellany

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot

, I.
(plan)

{side view) ,
!

" I I

o±iiF"1l

• ~1""kU.,.

,

1. The robot itself is compactly designed to
minimize the required space Ear installa-
tion. Its well devised mounting flange
allows it to be installed in any position
desired.

2. The robot can be taught very easily 'exactly
how to move and what to do because of the
balancing function incorporated in it.

3. A couple of these robots combined properly
will work efficiently just like the two
arms oE a human worker with each of them
handling a workpiece independently of the
other. This will enable the robotized sys-
tem to perform those difficult jobs, such
as fitting, insertion, and combination of
workpieces, which have been considered too
complex for a robot to do.

4. Its sensor, combined with other excellent
functions, can perform a complicated job of
product inspection, removing rejects or
separating defective products from accepta-
ble ones more efficiently and reliably than
the human visual sense.
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Name of company/ 
Department in charge Dainichi Kiko Co., Ltd. Address/ 

Telephone 

D302-14A 

Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi, 
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi 
05528(2)5581 

Model Name l PT-500 Main 
applications I 

Handling, assembl~ 
and arc we !ding I Weight of robot itself 180kg 

Classification 

a. Input information 
and teaching mode Playback robot 

Degree of freedom 
of motion 4 

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates robot Load capacity 5kg(Max.) 

Axes 

Right-left traverse 

Right-left turning 

Up -down traverse 
Arm 

Up-down turning 

In-out 

Revolution 

Trave lling 

Repeatabi li ty 
(Position ing precision) 

g 
c: 
0 
"c: 
0>0 
.S -~ 
>" 0 c: 
:2.2 

Sequential mode 

Positioning 

Misce llany 

Power-External 
-Internal 

Internal measuring 
ability 

External measuring/ 
Recognizing ability 

Outward figure 

(plan) 

...J 

~" 

~ 

ll 

(side view) 

Operating space Speed 

75°/sec 

400mm 400rnm/sec 

400mm 400mm/sec 

±0. 2mm 

Microcomputer 

Electric DC servo 

CP control/various interpolat
ing functions 

AC200/229V 50/60Hz 2.0kVA 
6.0kg/cm G 

Optical shaft encoder 

Axes 

Right-left swing 

Up-down swing 

Hand Right-left traverse 

Up-down traverse 

Revolution 

Fin- Clamp ger 

Remarks 

Allowable environmental 
conditions 

c: 
0 

·;:; 

" c: 
.2 
"' c: 
.c: 
~ 
~ 

Sequential mode 

Position and speed 

Memory mode 

Memory capacity 

Miscellany 

Operating space Speed 

75°/sec 

Direct teaching with input 
through the teaching box 

- do -, speed can be set at any 
of 32 !eve ls 

IC memory 

1000 steps (Max.3000 steps) 

PTP t eaching 

Auxiliary functions, Sensing function 
options etc. 

Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

I -"' 

M ---"-'-

" \__ .n 

\'-'---

IOJl 
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1. The robot itself is co mpactly designed to 

2. 

3 . 

minimize the required space for instal la
tion. Its well devised mounting flange 
allows it to be installed in any position 
desired. 
The robot can be taught very easily·exactly 
how to move and what to do because of the 
balancing function incorporated in it. 
A couple of these robots combined properly 
will work efficiently just lik e the two 
arms of a human worker with each of them 
handling a workpiece independently of the 
other. This will enable the robotized sys
t em to pe rform those difficult jobs, such 
as fitting, insertion, and combination of 
workpieces , which have been considered too 
complex for a robot to do. 

4. Its sensor, combined with other excel l ent 
functions, can perform a complicated job of 
product inspection, removing rejects or 
separating defective products from accepta
ble ones more efficiently and reliably than 
the human visual sense. 



D302-15A

Dainichi Kika Co. , Ltd. Kosai Industrial Complex, Kos a i.mac h L,
Name of company! Address!

Nakakoma-gun, YamanashiDepartment in charge Telephone
05528(2) 5581

I
Main Arc welding, as I Weight of robot itself 350kgModel Name PT-550 applications s:~blY~,~andling

a. Input information Playback rohot Degree of freedom 5and teaching mode of motion
Classification

7kg(Max. )b.Motion form Cylindrical coordinates robot load capacity

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse Right-left swing

Right-left turning ±135° 60° I sec Up-down swing ±105° 90o/sec
Up-down traverse 50Qmm 50Omm/sec Hand Right-left traverse

Arm
Up-down turning Up-down traverse

In-out 600mm 500mm/sec Revolution ±2000 1800/sec

Fin· ClampRevolution gee

Travelling Remarks

Repeatability
±O.2rnrn Allowable environmental 0 - 45°C[Positioninp precision) conditions

Microcomputer Sequential mode Direct teaching with inputSequential mode
through the teaching box] ee 0 - do - speed can be ,et at any0

Electric " ,
U e Positioning DC servo Position and speed of 32 levels~o 2.s .p
> U ~o e,," Miscellany CP control/various interpolat- e Memory mode IC memory

i.na functions ~
Power-External AC200/229V SO/60Hz

,e
2.0kVA Memory capacity-Internal

6.0kg/cm G 1000 steps (Max.3000 steps)

Internal measuring
Optical shaft encoder Miscellany PTP teachingability

External measuring! Auxiliary functions, Sensing functionRecognizing ability options etc.

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot

(plan)

r: 1. This articulated robot uses Da in ic h i's or i-
J, of ginal parallel link technique foe its arm,ir .--i--. the fore end of which moves in a manner as'-.::;-

I ,
described in cylindrical coordinates.

,I
~" '"

s These features make it easier foe the ope-

~

f78[1 'I
rator to teach the robot.

~ ,I I 2. A pneumatic balancing function i, used foe
the X/Z-axes that ace directly affected by

I I applied load. This special technique deve-

~--' loped by Dainichi helps reduce applied load
and save the required power to move work-
pieces, while ensuring a stable motion of
the robot whatever position the arm may be(side view)
in.

3. The robot i, made as light and rigid a,
possible '0 that it can operate at a high

'''''~ spped (lOOOmm/sec) •
4. It has an extens ive operating space but

c-~ requires only a small space foe installa-

I I (1'/-.,-,1,1 '"I I tion.
5. Advanced software technology used to con-

jl-t-·--?lO--+ 'I! trol the position of the wrist makes the
! \ ~, I robot available foe such complicated jobs

~

a, arc welding.
6. Linear and arc interpolating functions are

provided by the simultaneous 5-axis control
system.

i
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D302-15 A 

Dainichi Kiko Co., Ltd. 
Address/ Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimach i, 

Name of company/ Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi Department in charge Telephone 
05528(2)5581 

I 
Main I Arc welding , as 

/ Weight of robot itself 350kg Model Name PT-550 sembly ~ 
1 
handling applications ,.,:;;! .;.;, ; ,., " 

a. Input information 
Playback robot 

Degree of freedom 
5 and teaching mode of motion 

Classification 
b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinates robot Load capacity 7kg(Max.) 

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right·left traverse Right·left swing 

Right·left turning ±135° 60°/sec Up·down swing ±105° 90°/sec 

Up-down traverse SOOmm SOOmm/ sec Hand Right·left traverse 
Arm 

Up·down turning Up·down traverse 

ln·out 600mm SOOmm/sec Revolution ±200° 180°/sec 

Revolution Fin· Clamp ger 

Travelling Remarks 

Repeatability 
±0. 2mm Allowable environmenta l 

0 - 45°C (Positioning precision) conditions 

Sequential mode Microcomputer Sequential mode Direct teaching with input 
0 through the teaching box 
:0 c c: 0 - do - speed can be set at any 0 

Positioning Electric DC servo B Position and speed ' "c: 
of 32 levels "'0 c: 

.£ "+:> .2 
> " 0 c: 

control/various "' ::;;.z Miscellany CP interpolat- .<:: Memory mode IC memory .c: 
ing functions ~ 

"' Power·External AC200/229V 50/60Hz 2 .OkVA 
1-

·Internal Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.3000 steps) 6.0kg/cm G 

Internal measuring 
Optical shaft e ncoder Miscellany teaching ability PTP 

External measuring/ 
Auxiliary functions, Sensing function Recognizing ability 
options etc. 

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

(plan) 

r 1. This articulated robot uses Dainichi 1 s ori-
l~~ •.J;-. / I ginal parallel link technique for its arm , 

~~~·-r-~ the fore end of which moves in a mann er as 
described in cylindrical coordinates. 

: """ .• ~· These features make it easier for the ope-
rat or to teach the robot. 

- ~1Y 11 2. A pneumatic balancing function is used for 
the X/Z-axes that are directly affected by 
applied load. This special techniq ue deve-

~ I loped by Dainichi helps reduce appli ed load 
and save the required power to move work-
pieces, while ensuring a stable motion of 

(side view} the robot whatever position the arm ma y be 
in. 

~K> 
3. The robot is made as light and rigid as 

possible so that it can operate at a high 
spped (lOOOmm/sec), 

4. It has an extensive operating space but 

~ requires only a small space for installa-

I ::..l..l. /11] I I tion. 
5. Advanced software technology used to con-

~~~ 
trol the position of the wrist makes the 
robot available for such complicated jobs 

' 
arc welding. ' as 

I 
6. Linear and arc interpolating functions are 

I provided by the simultaneous S-axis contro l . 

I system. 

I 

; 
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D302-16A

Name of companyl
Department in charge

Dainichi Kika Co., Ltd.
Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi,
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi
05528(2)5581

Address/
Telephone

I PT-600 Main
applications

360kgArc welding, a8-_1
sembly and handl- Weight of robot itself
;no

Model Name

Classification

8. Input information
and teaching mode Playback robot

load capacity 12kg(Max. )b. Motion form Articulated robot

Degree of freedom
of motion 5

Axes Operating space Speed Axes

Optical shaft encoder

Sensing function

1800/sec

Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse

Right-left turning 900/ sec
u r n.i ng

Up-down 900/sec
Arm

Up-down turning

In-out

Hand

Right-left swing

Up-down swing 900/sec
Right-left traverse

Up-down traverse

Revolution

Revolution

RemarksTravelling

Fin-
gee Clamp

Repeatability
(Positioning precision) ±O.lmm Allowable environmental

conditions

Sequential mode Microcomputer

Positioning Electric DC servo

CP control/various
ing functions

in t e r po La t r-

Miscellany

AC200/222V SO/60Hz
6.0kg/cm G

Power-External
-Internal

2.0kVA

PTP teachingInternal measuring
ability

External measuring/
Recognizing ability

Sequential mode
Direct teaching with input
through the teaching box

Position and speed
- do - speed can be set at any
of 32 levels

Memory mode ic memory

Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.30aa steps)

Miscellany

Auxiliary functions,
options etc.

I Operation space Characteristics of the robotOutward figure

(plan)

(side view)

~ 1/,I -<ll'" '

f"=~·~,1. __ .iEJ!---_ - ,

. '"

i- =~ I

1

I

1

1. The operating space for each axis is used
to the best advantage to enable the robot
to cover extensive areas of work.

2. the compact, light construction of the
robot minimizes the required space for in-
stallation, permitting it to be installed
upside down on the plant ceiling or other
similar places.

3. Dainichi's original mechanism used for the
robot ensures a high positioning accuracy
even during high-speed operation.

4. With S degrees of freedom and a wrist capa-
ble of moving freely, the robot is particu-
larly suitable for complicated jobs includ-
ing, for instance, arc welding.

.
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Name of company/ 
Department in charge Dainichi Kika Co., Ltd. Address/ 

Telephone 

D302-16A 

Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi, 
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi 
05528(2)5581 

Model Name I PT-600 Main 
applications 

360kg 
I 

Arc welding, as- I 
sembly and handl- Weight of robot itself 
ino: 

Classi fication 

a. Input information 
and teaching mode Playback robot 

b. Motion form Articulated robot 

Axes 

Righ !·left traverse 

Right-left turning 

Up-down curnl.ng 

Arm 
Up-down turning 

In -out 

Revolution 

Travelling 

Repeatability 
(Positioning precision) 

g 
c 
0 
u c 
cno 

.S ·;:; 

Sequential mode 

Positioning 

Operating space Speed 

90°/sec 

90°/sec 

90°/sec 

±O.lmm 

Microcomputer 

Electric DC servo 

> u 
0 c 
:2.2 Misce llany CP control/various interpolat

ing functions 

Power-External 
-Internal 

Internal measuring 
ability 

External measuring/ 
Recognizing ability 

AC200 / 229V 50/60Hz 2.0kVA 
6.0kg/cm G 

Optical shaft encoder 

Outward figure I Operation space 

(plan) 
I "' I 

I I 

(side view) 

I:L'/ I 

f .. ,, ~- -
'--· EJI---·~·+-+ 

!> 
39 

Degree of freedom 
of motion 

Load capacity 

5 

12kg(Max.) 

Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left swing 

Up-down swing 90°/sec 

Hand Right-left traverse 

Fin
ger 

Up-down traverse 

Revolution 

Clamp 

Remarks 

180°/sec 

Allowable environmental 
conditions 

Sequential mode 

Position and speed 

Memory mode 

Memory capacity 

Miscellany 

Auxiliary functions, 
options etc . 

Direct teaching with input 
through the teaching box 

- do -, speed can be set at any 
of 32 levels 

IC memory 

1000 steps (Max.3000 steps) 

PTP teaching 

Sensing function 

Characteristics of the robot 

1. The operating space for each axis is used 
to the best advantage to enable the robot 
to cover extensive areas of work. 

2. The compact, light construction of the 
robot minimizes the required space for in
stallation, permitting it to be installed 
upside down on the plant ceiling or other 
similar places. 

3. Dainichi's original mechanism used for the 
robot ensures a high positioning accuracy 
even during high-speed operation. 

4. With 5 degrees of freedom and a wrist capa
ble of moving freely, the robot is particu
larly suitable for complicated jobs includ
ing, for instance, arc welding. 



-
D302-17 A

Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi.
Name of company! Ltd. Addressl Nakakoma-gun, YamanashiDainichi Kika Co. , TelephoneDepartment in charge 05528(2)5581

I Main Handling, spot a~c : I Weight of robot itself BOOkg
Model Name PT 800 applications weld~ng,a~~oma:~~gas ,

,. Input information Degree of freedom 5
and teaching mode Playback robot of motion

Classification
r cb o t Load capacity 25kg(Max. )b. Motion form Articulated

Speed Axes Operating space Speed
Axes Operating space

Right-left traverse Right-left swing

Right-left turning (8) ±13So 600/sec Up-down swing +105° 60o/sec
turni.ng

+600 60°/sec Hand Right-left traverseUp-down (X)
Arm

+1350
60o/sec Up-down traverseUp-down turning (z) -120°

In-out Revolution ±lSOo 90o/sec

Fin- ClampRevolution 9"
Travelling Remark>

Repeatability Allowable environmental
0 - 4SoC(Positioning precision) ±O.Smm conditions

Sequential mode Direct teaching with inputSequential mode Microcomputer
through tbe teaching boxg ~

anyl0 0 - do - speed can be ,et at0
Electric 'g Position and speed ,u 0 Positioning DC servo

of 8 leve Is I
~o

"'0·-
" tl ~ ,00 CP control/various interpolat- 0,,", Miscellany ~ Memory mode IC memory

ing func t ions u~
>-Power-External AC200/220~ SO/60Hz 45kVA Memory capacity 1000 (Max.3000 steps)-Intemal (6.5kg!cm G, lOON£/m) steps

Internal measuring
Opt i.c a 1 shaft encoder Miscellany PTP teachingability

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions,
Self-diagnostic functionRecognizing ability options etc,

Outward figure I Operation space Characteristics of the robot

(plan)

~>
I I 1. This robot can carry a thing weighing up to
i I 25kg, a large load capacity foe a multipur-

~ ~ I i I ~i
pose industrial robot. It works at a highiri~·.·.fl speed even when carrying a heavy assembly
such as a spot gun with a built-in trans-",,' '---tN\IR
fanner.~.-"V'\"-' ..'J-"f: Y

1~~~kL/1 2. It, special "dome-shaped" operating space
't;.J. r--T- ' I '_J covers such an area of work that cannot be[ :i- I

performed by conventional robots.3. Another advantage i, that the robot can be
easily incorporated into an existing pro-

(side view) duction line a s it requires only a small
space for installation.,

~0. . /

/~
i - /
" ~ . --, I :'
's_ ' ",......"

-iii---!E3-, -- ~ _~;~I~, .....-'_,...
\ - .- " - I~i

\\ -: ~
\\ I,

-, " I -,
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Name of company/ 
Department in charge 

Dainichi Kiko Co., Ltd. 
Address/ 
Telephone 

D 302- l/A 

Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi, 
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi 
05528(2)5581 

Model Name I PT 800 
Main HandFng, spot a':c I Weight of robot itself 
applications ~~~~g, autom~~f~n!as ' 

800kg 

a. Input information 
and teaching mode 

Degree of freedom 
Playback robot of motion 5 

Classification 

0 
p 
c: 
8 c: 
cno 

·~ 'il 
0 c: 
:;;;.;! 

Axes 

Revolution 

Travelling 

Repeatability 
(Positioning precision) 

Sequential mode 

Positioning 

Miscellany 

Power·External 
·Internal 

Internal measuring 
ability 

External measuring/ 
Recognizing ability 

b. Motion form Articu lated robot 

Operating space Speed 

+o. 5mm 

Microcomputer 

Electric DC servo 

CP control/various interpolat
ing functions 

AC200/220~ 50/60Hz 45kVA 
(6.5kg/cm G, lOONt/m) 

Optical shaft e ncoder 

Outward figure I Operation space 

(plan) 

l'~ /1 ! • , -

""' 
(side view) 

40 

Load capacity 25kg(Max.) 

Fin · 
ger 

Axes 

Right·left swing 

Up·down swing 

Up·down traverse 

Revolution 

Clamp 

Remarks 

Allowable environmental 
conditions 

Sequential mode 

Operating space Speed 

60°/sec 

90° /sec 

Direct t eaching with input 
through the teaching box 

_j 

' J 
' 

Position and speed - do -, speed can be set at 
of 8 l evels 

any 

Memory mode 

Memory capacity 

Mi sce llany 

Auxiliary functions, 
options etc . 

IC memory 

1000 steps (Max . 3000 steps ) 

PTP t eaching 

Self-diagnostic functi on 

Characteristics of the robot 

1. This robot can carry a thing weigh ing up t o 
25kg, a large load capacity for a multipur
pose industrial robot. It works at a high 
speed even when carrying a h eavy ass embl y 
such as a spot gun with a built -in trans
former. 

2. Its special "dome-shaped" operating space 
covers such an area of work that cannot be 
performed by conventional robots. 

3. Another advantage is that the robot can be 
easi ly incorporated into an existing pro
duction line as it r equire s only a small 
space for installation. 

J 



Dainichi Kika Co" Ltd.

I
Main Handling, spot arc I

PT-lOOO applications we lding, automat ic gas I Weight of robot itself'--------J.,-....,-....,...,..-....,----1L--....;.--- cut t ing, .iL... iO!llib!l.l"""~~.L,-_...,..:-....,-_+-_--------...,
r a. Input information sealing Degree of freedom

and teaching mode Playback robot of motion

Name of company/
Department in charge

Model Name

Classification

900/sec

Address/
Telephone

Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi,
Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi
05528(2)5581

90° /sec

b. Motion form Articulated robot

1000kg

6

load capacity 30kg(Max. )

Axes Operating space Speed

External measuring/
Recognizing ability

Optical shaft encoder

Right-left traverse

(8) ±13So 600/ secRight-left turning

Up-down turntng (X) ±4So 600/sec
Arm

Up-down turning (Z) ±4So

In-out

Revolution

Travelling

Fin-
gee

Axes

Self-diagnostic function

Repeatability
(Positioning precision) ±O. Srnm

Sequential mode Microcomputer..
"co
u C
~o.£ .."
> uo c,,'"

Positioning Electric DC servo

Miscellany CP control/various interpolat-
ing functions

Power-External
.tnterna!

AC200/220~ SO/60Hz 45kVA
(6.5kg/cm G, 250N /m)

Internal measuring
ability

Outward figure I Operation space

Operating space Speed

(plan)

(side view)

I
i

~

.~

/

:' -_.

I

I
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Right-left swing

Up-down swing 90o/sec

Right-left traverse

Up-down traverse

Revolution

Clamp

Remarks

Allowable environmental
conditions

Sequential mode
Direct teaching with input
through the teaching box

Position and speed
do speed can be set at any

of 8 leve Is

Memory mode IC memory

Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.3000 steps)

Miscellany PTP teaching

Auxiliary functions,
options etc.

Characteristics of the robot

1. Use of the "articulation coordinate" system
for motion provides extensive operating spac-
es both in up-down and out-in directions, but
the robot itself is compactly designed to
minimize the required space for installation_

2. The pneumatic balancing function incorporated
in X/Z-axis motions helps reduce the required
power to oe p r a t e the robot under applied load
and the weight of the arm i t s e l f , while en-
suring smooth oe pr e t ion by minimizing changes
in load level that may occur from the arm's
motion.

3. A high-performance DC servomotor is used to
drive the robot on all axes. The robot is
also compactly designed for easy: maintenance
with the motor, solenoid brakes, t ac ho-ge ne-'
rator, and encoder put together into one
unit.

4. With a positioning accuracy of ±O.5mm and
load capacity of JOkg, the robot can satis-
factorily perform spot welding and other sim-
ilar jobs. Particularly it is suitable for
those jobs which require the r obo t i aed system
to carry such heavy equipment as a welding
gun with a built-in energy-saving transform-
e r

5. The wrist is also compactly designed with 3
degrees of freedom on Ct, 8, and y axes in
addition to another J degrees of freedom on
X, Z, and e axes provided for the more essen-
tial part of the robot. These 6 degrees of
freedom give the robot special capabilities
to perform complex jobs or operate in an in-
commodious place, an area of work that has
been considered difficult to r obo t i ze in the
past.

6. With the light, rigid ann and wrist, the
robot works very quickly, achieving a maximum
resultant speed of 250Omm/sec.

D302-18A 

Address/ 
Kosai Industrial Complex, Kosaimachi, 

Name of company/ Dainichi Kiko Co., Ltd. Nakakoma-gun, Yamanashi 
Department in charge Telephone 

05528(2)5581 

Model Name PT-1000 Main Handling, spot a~c I . . lOOOkg . . welding automat1c gas We1ght of robot Itse lf 
applicat iOns CUtting: a~~~;;;biv an 

a. Inpu t information 
Playback 

sealing Degree of freedom 
6 

and teaching mode robot of motion 
Classification 

b. Motion form Articulated robot Load capacity 30kg(Max.) 

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left traverse Right·left sw ing 

Right-left turning (6) ±135° 60°/sec Up-down swing ± 105° 90°/sec 

Up-down turning (X) ±45° 60°/sec Hand Right-left traverse 

Arm 
Up-down turning (Z) ±45° 60°/sec Up-down traverse 

In-out Revolution ± 150° 90°/sec 

Revolution ±135° 90°/sec 
Fin- Clamp ger 

Travelling Remarks 

Repeatability ±O.Smm Allowable environmenta l 0 - 45°C 
(Positioning precision) conditions 

Microcomputer 
Direct teaching with input 

Sequential mode Sequential mode 
through the teaching box g ~ 

c 0 - do - speed can be set at any 
0 Electric DC servo 

. ., 
Position and speed ' 

" c Positioning " of 8 levels 
C>O c 

.S ·z:; 2 
> " control/various interpolat- "' 0 c CP ::;:.2 Miscellany c Memory mode IC memory 

ing functions i: 
~ 

Power-External AC200/220¥ 50/60Hz 45kVA 
~ 

-Internal 
Memory capacity 1000 steps (Max.3000 s t e ps) 

(6.5kg/cm G, 250N /m) 

Internal measuring 
Optical shaft encoder Miscellany PTP teaching 

ability 

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions, Self-diagnostic function 
Recognizing ability options etc. 

Outward figure I Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

(plan) 
1. Use of the "articulation coordinate " sys tern l L~~ru l for moti on provides extensive operating spac-

~ . ' '"' ,] e s both in up -down and out - in directio ns, but 

Ji"~ "'!_··~7 ~ 
the robot itself is compactly designed to 
minimize the required space for installation. r ~ ~ \, ·~ -~ ~I 

2. The pneumatic balancing function incorporated 

v~f 
in X/Z-axis motions helps reduce the requir ed 

I power to oeprate the robot und er applied l oad 

' ~ 
!-- and the weight of the arm itself , while en-

I : ~ 
s uring smooth oepration by minimizin g changes 

~ I 
in load level that may occur from the arm' s 

I motion . 
3. A high-performance DC servomotor is used to ... I drive the robot on all axes . The robot is 

-< -~11 .,. .. a also compactly designed fOr easy maintenance 
with the moto r, solenoid brakes, tache-gene-

(side view) I rat or, and encoder put toge ther into one 
unit. 

' 4. With a pos1t1oning accuracy of ±0. Smm and 

_j_ load capacity of 30kg, the robot c an satis-

I factoril y perform spot welding and other sim-
ilar jobs. Particularly it is suitable for 

I 
those jobs which require the robotized system 
to carry such heavy equipment as a welding 

~(~ 
gun with a built-in energy-saving trans form-
er. 

5. The wrist is also compactly designed with 3 

0 degrees of freedom on a , 8 , and y axes in 

+ >·+-+·lffia-· --. addition to another 3 degrees of freedom on 

·~ 
X, Z, and e axes provided for th e more essen-

,.')!' /- · I ' 
tial part of the robot. These 6 degrees of 
freedom give the robot special capabilities 

/ 

to perform complex jobs or operate in an in-
commodious place, an area of work that has 

I been considered difficult to robotize in the 

i 
past. 

6. With the light, rigid arm and wrist, the 
' robot works ve r y quickly, achieving a maximum 

resultant speed of 2500mm/ sec. 
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F052-01A

Name of company/ FANUC LTD.
Address/ 5-1, Asahigaoka 3-chome, Hino-shi, Tokyo 191, Japan

Department in charge Telephone Tel. (0425) 84-1111

Model Name I FANUC ROBOT MODEL 0
Main Unmanned machining I Weight of robot itself

Arm 60 kg
applications Workpiece feeder 100 kg

a. Input information Variable sequence robot
Degree of freedom 3 (up to wrist)

and teaching mode of motion
Classification

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinate robot Load capacity Max. 20 kg at wrist

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse 150 mm (on-off} 500 mm/s Right-left swing

Right-left turning ( by workpiece 3sjpallet) Up-down swing
feeder

Up-down traverse by workpiece 80 mm/s) Hand Right-left traverse
(feeder 300 rnmA,m

Up-down turning 60° (on-off) 90° /s Up-down traverse

In-out Revolution 270° (4 positions) 90° Is

Revolution
Fin- Clamp Fanuc Hand D6/07
gee

Travelling Remarks

Repeatability ±0.3 mrn
Allowable environmental 0- 45°C, 20 - 90% RH

(Positioning precision) conditions

Sequential mode Memory Sequential mode Variable

~ c
a

a Positioning Air cylinder, and DC motor " Position and speed Adjustable00
rna .2~.~
> 0
a c rn

>;'" Miscellany Palletizing function
c Memory mode C-MOS memory"~

Power-Exter-nal AC 200 550 V, 1 ¢, 0.3 kVA "-lnternal Air supply 5 ~ 7 kg/cm2 Memory capacity 600 points

Internal measuring Limit switch, position sensor Miscellany
ability

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions,
Recognizing ability options etc.

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot

The FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL 00 is a machine tool
built-in type robot specially developed for loading/
unloading workpieces to/from a CNC lathe, and it
features lower price, quick positioning and small outer
dimensions (patent pending).

~'\
1. The FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL 00 is a cylindrical

coordinate type robot suitable for loading/unloading

/;, ", to/from a lathe.

"olJ'''''' { 2 . The incorporated type robot on the lathe can save

• t: t floor space.

lr.-!!l T :!! ,:-"0_· 3. Pneumatic control for the robot can realize lower price .

.~(plan) "' r .t, j~i' 4 Application of the robot with a rotary workpiece
feeder is available.

5. Motion path of the robot can be changed easily by

Wo<1'p'oce Feede' I I; II mechanical adjustment incorporated in the robot.
tool "r
~;Oal 'III;'

~ ...--~'"r:DD
~, ..... "... '._ .. 0_.'0'
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Name of company/ 
Department in charge FANUCLTD. 

Model Name I FANUC ROBOT MODEL 00 
Main 
applications 

Address/ 
Telephone 

F052-01A 

5-l , Asahigaoka 3-chome, Hino-slti, Tokyo 191, Japan 
Tel. (0425) 84-1111 

I Unmanned macltining I Weight of robot itse lf 
Arm 60 kg 
Workpiece feeder 100 kg 

a. Input information 
and teaching mode Variable sequence robot 

Degree of freedom 
of motion 

3 (up to wrist) 

Classification 
b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinate robot Load capacity Max. 20 kg at wrist 

Axes 

Right-left traverse 

Right-left turning 

Up-down traverse 
Arm 

g 
c 

Up-down turning 

In-out 

Revolution 

Trave lling 

Repeatability 
(Positioning precision) 

Sequential mode 

8 c Positioning 
O>Q .s ·;:; 
> " 0 c 

::;; ~ Miscellany 

Power-External 
-Internal 

Intern al measuring 
abi lity 

External measuring/ 
Recognizing ability 

Outward figure 

(plan) 

Workpiece feedet 

Operating space Speed 

!50 mm (on-off) 500 mm/s 

( by workpiece 
feeder 

3s/pallet) 

(by workpiece 
feeder 300 mm 80 mm/s) 

60° (on-off) 90°/s 

±0.3 mm 

Memory 

Air cylinder , and DC motor 

Palletizing function 

AC 200-550 V, I rp, 0.3 kVA 
Air supply 5 - 7 kg/em' 

Limit switch , position sensor 

Operation space 

1111 :::JI 

I 

A4!WoootH ••"9'0 Sl0 - 1101 
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Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left swing 

Up-down swing 

Hand Right-left traverse 

Up-down traverse 

Revolution 270° (4 positions) 

Fin - Clamp 
ger Fanuc Hand D6/D7 

Remarks 

Allowable envi ronmental 
conditions 

Sequential mode 

Pos ition and speed 

Memory mode 

Memory capacity 

Miscellany 

Auxiliary functions, 
options etc. 

Variable 

Adjustable 

C-MOS memory 

600 points 

Characteristics of the robot 

The FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL 00 is a macltine tool 
built-in type robot specially developed for loading/ 
unloading workpieces to/ from a CNC lathe , and it 
features lower price, quick positioning and small outer 
dimensions (patent pending). 

I. The FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL 00 is a cylindrical 
coordinate type robot suitable for loading/unloading 
to/ from a lathe. 

2. The incorporated type robot on the lathe can save 
floor space. 

3. Pneumatic control for the robot can realize lower price . 

4. Application of the robot with a rotary workpiece 
feeder is available. 

5. Motion path of the robot can be changed easily by 
mechanical adjustment incorporated in the robot. 



F052-02A

Name of company/ FANUCLTD.
Address! 5-1, Asahigaoka Scheme, Hmo-shi, Tokyo 191, Japan

Department in charge Telephone Tel. (0425) 84-1111

Model Name IFANUC ROBOT M-MODEL 0 Main
I

Unmanned machining, 1Weight of robot itself
Mechanical Unit 110 kg

applications handling Control Unit 100 kg

a. Input information Playback robot
Degree of freedom Equivalent to 6

and teaching mode of motion (up to wrist)
Classification

b. Motion form Duo! Load capacity Max. 20 kg at wrist
Cylindrical coordinate robot

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse 120mm Max. 500 mm/s Right-left swing

Right-left turning 1200 Max. 1200/s Up-down swing

Up-down traverse 150mm Max. 500 mm/s Hand Right-left traverse

Arm
Up-down turning 900 Max. 120" /s Up-down traverse

In-out Revolution
-90°,0,90°,180" Max. 90°/5(on-off)

Revolution 1800 Max.120o/s
Fin- Clampgee Various FANUC HANDs available

Travelling Remarks

Repeatability ±O.5 mm Allowable environmental o ~ 45°C, 20 ~ 90% RH
(Positioning precision} conditions

Sequential mode Memory Sequential mode Variable, Teaching in any sequence

g ~
0 DC servo motors

0
0 Positioning .~ Position and speed Variable00 (Wrist and hand by air pressure)ao
.S:'';:::; 2
> 0
00 ~"2 Miscellany :2 Memory mode C-MOS memory

g

Power-External AC 200~550 V, 3 ¢, 2 kVA "-lntemal Air supply 5 ~ 7 kgjcm''
Memory capacity Max, 1320 points

Internal measuring Pulse coder, limit switch, etc. Miscellany
ability

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions, Bubble cassette (Max. 2700 points),
Recognizing ability options etc. Program control, quick instruction method, etc.

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot

The FANUC ROBOTM-MODEL0 is an industrial robot to
automate the loading/unloading of workpieces, etc. and to
realize an unmanned operation as a machining cell to be
attached to a CNCmachine tool (patent pending).

1. The FANUC ROBOTM-MODEL0 is a dual cylindrical
coordinate type robot suitable and specially developed for
machining process, which save the idle time of a machine
tool for material handling.

2. The incorporated type robot to a machine tool can save
Door space.

';~;"""""..... • ,,,,,,," OJ""' .. 3 . In addition to the separated type robot control to be
'" .,,-- rlJ=J'0=n! available for any already installed machine tool, the CNC

(side view) ,fIB DOOUUIIWEn:!' ~
incorporated type control (FANUC SYSTEM6 series)

LJ ,-----' ~'\o- - can operate a machine tool as well as the robot.

"""-",; JJIr & r 4. Quick instruction method is available for realization of quick
c .. ,,, ....... HEh 1 '-"'''''' II and easy programming.

LQ, ..-".,
, ,o-'-i
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F052-02A 

Name of company/ 
FANUC LTD. 

Address/ 5·1, Asahigaoka 3-chome , Hino·shi, Tokyo 191, Japan 

Department in charge Telephone Tel. (0425) 84· J 111 

Model Name IFANUCROBOT M·MODELO 
Mai n 

I 

Unmanned machining, I Weight of robot itself 
Mechanical Unit 110 kg 

applications handling Control Unit 100 kg 

a. Input information 
Playback robot 

Degree of freedom Equivalent to 6 

and teaching mode of motion (up to wrist) 
Classification 

b. Motion form Dual Load capacity Max . 20 kg at wrist 
Cylindrical coordinate robot 

A·xes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right·left traverse 120mm Max. 500 mm/s Right·left swing 

Right-left turning 120° Max. 120° /s Up·down swing 

Up·down traverse 150mm Max. 500 mm/s Hand Right-left traverse 

Arm 
Up·down turning 90° Max . 120°/s Up·down traverse 

In-out Revolution 
- 90°, 0,90°, 180° 

Max. 90°/s (on-off) 

Revolution 180° Max. 120°/s 
Fin · Clamp Various FANUC HANDs available 
ger 

Travelling Remarks 

Repeatability 
±0.5 mm 

Allowable environmental o- 45°C, 20- 90% RH 
(Positioni ng precision) conditions 

Sequential mode Memory Sequential mode Variable, Teaching in any sequence 

g ~ 

c: 
c: 

DC servo motors 
0 

0 Positioning B Position and speed Variable <> c: (Wrist and hand by air pressure) C>O c: 

- ~ "£ .2 
0 c: "' ::0.2 Miscellany 

c: Memory mode C·MOS memory i: 
~ 

Power-External AC200-550V, 3 </> , 2 kVA ~ 

· Internal Air supply 5 - 7 kg/cm2 Memory capacity Max. 1320 points 

Internal measuring 
Pulse coder, limit switch , etc. Miscellany 

ability 

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions, Bubble cassette (Max. 2700 points), 
Recognizing ability options etc. Program control , quick instruction method , etc . 

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

The FANUC ROBOT M·MODEL 0 is an industrial robot to 
automate the loading/unloading of workpieces, etc. and to 
realize an unmanned operation as a machining cell to be 
attached to a CNC machine tool (patent pending). 

l. The FANUC ROBOT M·MODEL 0 is a dual cylindrical 
coordinate type robot suitable and specially developed for 
machining process, which save the idle time of a machine 
tool for material handling. 

2. The inco rporated type robot to a machine tool can save 
floor space . 

, .. , .. ,....., ... 3. In addition to the separated type robot control to be 

·~~ 
available for any already installed machine tool , the CNC 

(side view) incorporated type control (FANUC SYSTEM 6 se ries) 

\.____ 2 
can operate a machine tool as well as the robot. 

..... ~·--" 0 4 . Quick instruction method is available for realization of quick 

·-···· JtiBt'-· .. - 1[ and easy programming. 

~2 . ... ....:.. ... , 

i 
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F 052-03A

Name of company/ Address! 5-1, Asahigaoka 3-chome, Hlno-shi, Tokyo 191, Japan

Department in charge FANUC LTD. Telephone Tel. (0425)84-1111

I FANUC ROBOTM·MODEL 1
Main ~~~li:g~~~~chinin~ I Weight of robot itself

Mechanical Unit 570 kg
Model Name applications Control Unit 200 kg

,. Input information Playback robot
Degree of freedom 3 - 5 (up to wrist)

and teaching mode of motion
Classification

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinate robot Load capacity Max. 47 kg at wrist

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse Right-left swing

Right-left turning 3000 Max. 60° /s Up-down swing 1900 Max. 600/s

Up-down traverse 550mm Max. SOD mm/s Hand Right-left traverse

Arm
Up-down turning Up-down traverse

In-out 500/800/1100 mm Max. 1000 mm/s Revolution 3000 Max. 90° Is
Fin- Clamp Various FANUC HANDs availableRevolution 9N

Travelling Remarks

Repeatability
±1 mm

Allowable environmental 0- 45°C, 20 - 90% RH
(Positioning precision) conditions

Sequential mode Memory Sequential mode Variable, teaching in any sequence ig 0
c OC servo motors,

0

8 c Positioning t Position and speed Variable
~o Hand by air pressure c
c .- .2-s '0
o c linear control, and ~ I".2 Miscellany c Memory mode Bubble memoryHand direction control (option) ~

Power-External AC 200-550 V, 4 kVA, 3 ¢ >"
-lntemal Air supply 5 - 7 kg/cm1 for wrist B Memory capacity Max. 6000 points

Internal measuring Pulse coder, limit switch, etc. Miscellany
ability

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions, lJubble cassette (Max. 2700 points),
Recognizing ability Palletizing c/O, Program controt, Ioptions etc. Quick instruction method, Two machine control. etc,

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot

(side view) (plan) iThe F ANUC ROBOT M-MODEL I is an industrial robot to
automate the loading/unloading of work pieces etc. and to
realize an unmanned operation as a machining cell to one or
two CNC machine tools (patent pending).

I. Cylindrical coordinate type robot.

~

2. Operating space is with the range of up/down 550 nun.
rotation 3000 as well as in/out 500 mrn, 800 mm or

Ji1J
1100mm.

3. Scaxis-at-a-time control driven by DC servo motors.

~L ~ ~I~ 4. Linear control is also available.

-~ '0 r , 5. Palletizing, external data input, control of feeder and quick

w""",..,Z,
instruction method etc. are provided.

, •----+-- r. " -,-
-

" t, r,

esnn ~"'" '"RSOO '"" sas ...
Allan 1,100 us I .oe

I
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F052-03 A 

Name of company/ Address/ 5-l, Asahigaoka 3-chome, Hino-shi, Tokyo 191 , Japan 

Department in charge FANUC LTD. Telephone TeL (0425) 84-1111 

I FANUC ROBOTM-MODEL I 
Main Unmanned machining I Weight of robot itself 

Mechanical Unit 570 kg 
Model Name applications Handling, etc. ' Control Unit 200kg 

a. Input information Playback robot 
Degree of freedom 3- 5 (up to wrist) 

and teaching mode of motion 
Classification 

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinate robot Load capacity Max. 47 kg at wrist 

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left traverse Right-left swing I 
Right-left turning 300° Max. 60°/s Up-down swing 190° Max. 60° 'S 

Up-down traverse 550mm Max. 500 mm/s Hand Right-left traverse I 
Arm 

Up-down turning Up-down traverse 

In-out 500/800/1100 mm Max. 1000 mm/s Revolution 300° Max . 90°/s 

Revolution 
Fin-
ger Clamp Various FANUC HANDs available 

Travelling Remarks 

Repeatability 
±lmm 

Allowable environmental 
0- 45°C, 20 - 90% RH 

(Positioning precision) conditions 

Sequential mode Memory Sequential mode Variable , teaching in any sequen ce 

g c 
c: 

DC servo motors, 
0 

1 0 Positioning B Position and speed Variable "c: Hand by air pressure C>O c: 
c:·- .2 ·;; 1J 
0 c: Unear control, and "' II 
::E.2 Miscellany c: 

Hand direction control (option) :;: Memory mode Bubble memory 
~ .. 

Power-External AC 200-550 V, 4 kVA, 3 q, 1- I -Internal Air supply 5-7 kg/cm2 for wrist B Memory capacity Max. 6000 points 

Internal measuring 
Pulse coder, limit switch, etc. Miscellany 

ability 

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions, Bubble cassette (Max. 2700 points) , 
Recognizing ability options etc. 

Palletizing C/D, Program control, 
Quick instruction method , Two machine control. etc 

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

(side view) (plan) 
The FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL 1 is an industrial robot to 
automate the loading/unloading of work pieces etc . and to 
realize an unmanned operation as a machining cell to one or 
two CNC machine tools (patent pending). 

I. Cylindrical coordinate type robot. 

~ 
2. Operating space is with the range of up/down 550 mrn. 

rotation 300° as well as in/out 500 mm , 800 mrn or 

:Jl 
llOOmm. 

3. 5-axis-at-a-time control driven by DC servo motors. 

:: !!l 1:l~ 4. Linear control is also available. :::_ 

-~ ~!-. 5. Palletizing, external data input, control of feeder and quic 

w""'"~'L' -r,-+--r, - - •, -
instruction method etc. are provided. 

__.,.c. 

-
L '• '• '· 
A500 500 547 637 

[A800 800 635 8<9 
AIIOO 1, 100 735 I,OU 
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F052-04A

Name of company! FANUC LTD.
Address! 5-1, Asahigaoka S-chome.Htno-sht, Tokyo 191, Japan

Department in charge Telephone Tel. (0425)84-1111

Model Name I FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL2
Main Unmanned machining I Weight of robot itself

Mechanical Unit 550 kg
applications Control Unit 120 kg

,. Input information Playback robot Degree of freedom 4 (up to wrist)and teaching mode of motion
Classification

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinate robot Load capacity M"". 60 kg at wrist

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse SOOmm Max. 500 mm/s Right-left swing

Right-left turning Up-down swing

Up-down traverse 300mm Max. 500 mm/s Hand Right-left traverse
Acm

Up-down turning 1800 Max. 600/s Up-down traverse

In-out Revolution 300° Max. 90° /s

Revolution Fin- Clamp Various FANUC HANDs availablegee

Travelling Remarks

Repeatability
±1 mm Allowable environmental o ~ 45°C, 20 ~ 90% RH(Positioning precision} conditions

Sequential mode Memory Sequential mode Variable, teaching in any sequence
g ~
0 0
0 Positioning DC servo motors, Hand by air pressure .~ Position and speed Variableu 0
rno
"::"';:; "> u
o 0 rn~" Miscellany 0 Memory mode

~
C-MOS memory

Power-Exter-nal AC 200 ~ 550 V, 31>, 2 kVA '"-Internal Air supply 5 ~ 7 kg/cm2 Memory capacity Max. 840 points

Internal measuring
Pulse coder, limit switch, etc. Miscellanyability

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions. Bubble cassette (Max. 2700 points), Program
Recognizing ability options etc control, Quick instruction method, etc.

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot

The FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL 2 is an industrial robot to
automate the loading/unloading of work pieces etc. and to
realize an unmanned operation as a machining cell to be
attached to a CNC machine tool (patent pending).

I. The FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL 2 is a cylindrical
coordinate type robot suitable and specially developed
for machining process, which save the idle time of a
machine tool for material handling.

'" '00 2. The incorporated type robot to a machine tool can save". ~
rit ~ - 1j!J/"".

floor space and serve operator's area.

~HY -:'~' ""::J
3. Max. handlable weight of workpiece is 40 kg (20 kg x 2)

(side view) 4. Quick instruction method is available for realization of

II -I

fc1 !
quick and easy programming.

=p ~ d- .
'" , .00' ..,,,

" .. -l!L

I
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F052-04A 

Name of company/ 
FANUC LTD. 

Address/ 5-1 , Asahigaoka 3-chome, _Hino-shi, Tokyo 191 , Japan 
Department in charge Telephone Tel. (0425) 84-1111 

Model Name I FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL2 
Main 

I Unmanned machining I Weight of robot itself 
Mechanical Unit 550 kg 

applications Control Unit 120 kg 

a. Input information Playback robot 
Degree of freedom 4 (up to wrist) 

and teaching mode of motion 
Classification 

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinate robot Load capacity Max. 60 kg at wrist 

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right- left traverse 500 mm Max. 500 mm/s Ri ght-left swing 

Right-left turning Up-down swing 

Up-down traverse 300 mm Max. 500 mm/s Hand Right-left traverse 
Arm 

Up-down tu rning 180° Max. 60° /s Up-down traverse 

In -out Revolution 300° Max. 90°/s 

Revolution 
Fin-
ger Clamp Various F ANUC HANDs available 

Travelling Remarks 

Repeatabi lity 
±) mm Al lowable environmental 

0- 45°C, 20 - 90% RH (Positioning precision) conditions 

Sequential mode Memory Sequential mode Variable , teaching in any sequence g ~ 

c: 
c: 0 
0 

Positioning DC servo motors, Hand by air pressure .'8 Position and speed u c: Variable 
0>0 c: 
.!: ·;:; .2 
> u 
0 c: "' ::;:;.2 Miscellany ·'= Memory mode C-MOS memory .c: 

:5 
"' Power-External AC 200-550 V, 3 rp, 2 kVA 1-

-Interna l Air supply 5 - 7 kg/cm2 Memory capacity Max . 840 points 

Internal measuring 
Pulse coder, limit switch, etc . Miscellany 

ability 

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions, Bubble cassette (Max. 2700 points), Program 
Recognizing abil ity options etc. control , Quick instruction method , etc . 

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

The FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL 2 is an industrial robot to 
automate the loading/unloading of workpieces etc. and to 
realize an unmanned operation as a machining cell to be 
attached to a CNC machine tool (patent pending). 

). The FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL 2 is a cylindrical 
coordinate type robot suitable and specially developed 
for machining process, which save the idle time of a 
machine tool for material handling . 

"' 2. The incorporated type robot to a machine tool can save z1o - •oo "" 

l~ n lai,~"~· 
floor space and serve operator's area. 

...-
3. Max. handlable weight of workpiece is 40 kg (20 kg x 2) 

.-zf-i ~ 831 -
(side view) ~R't~ 4. Quick instruction method is available for realization of 

r<~~" - ....... 
o;; ;: 1 i quick and easy programming. 

71 f1 ~ , :; h 1 
'-- j. 

"'"' 
h 

~~~ ' I"' 
'"' Ji: 
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F052-05A

Name of companyl FANUC LTD.
Address/ 5-1, Asahigaoka a-chome, Hmo-shi, Tokyo 191, Japan

Department in charge Telephone Tel. (0425)84-1111

Model Name FANUe ROBOT M-MODEL 3 Main --1~aChining, Handling, I Weight of robot itself Mechanical unit 1600 kg
applications Heavy material transfer Control unit 250 kg

a. Input information Playback robot
Degree of freedom 5 (up to wrist)

and teaching mode of motion
Classification

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinate robot load capacity Max. 80 kg at wrist

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse Right-left swing

Right-left turning 3000 Max. 60° /s Up-down swing 1900 Max. 80° /s

Up-down traverse 1200 mm Max. 500 mm/s Hand Right-left traverse
A,m

Up-down turning Up-down traverse

In-out 1200 mm Max. 1000 mm/s Revolution 300" Max. 80" /s

Revolution
Fin- Clamp Variable FANUC HANDs availablegoc

Travelling Remarks

Repeatability ±1 mm Allowable environmental o ~ 45"C, 20 ~ 90% RH
(Positioning precision) conditions

Sequential mode Memory Sequential mode Variable, teaching in any sequence
g ~
c

DC servo motor,
0

8 c Positioning g Position and speed Variable
~o Air pressure for HANDc·- 2-s tJ
o c Linear control, and hand direction ~
:>2 Miscellany c Memory modecontrol (option) " Bubble memory

g
Power-External AC200~SSOV,3.p, ISkVA ~

-tnterna! Air supply 5 "-' 7 kg/cm2 Memory capacity Max. 6000 points

Internal measuring Miscellany
Bubble cassette (Max 2700 points)

ability Pulse coder, limit switches Pelletizing C/D, Program control, Quick
instruction method, Two machine control

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions,
Recognizing ability options etc

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot

The FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL 3 is an industrial robot to
automate the loading/unloading of heavier workpieces, etc.
and to realize an unmanned operation as a machining cell to
one or two CNC machine tools (Patent pending).

I. Max. handlable weight of workpiece is 50 kg.

2. Operating space is with the wide range of up/down
1200 mm, in/out 1200 mm and rotation 300"

3. All the 5 axes at a time including wrist driven by DC
(plan)

~

servo drives.

~j 4. Palletizing, external data input, control of feeder,
quick instruction method are available.

• 1
~r

a

(side view) ~'- I
~~" ~ ..----' ~.o-~._... '"
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F052- 05A 

Name of company/ FANUCLTD. 
Address/ 5·1, Asahigaoka 3-chome, Hino-shi, Tokyo 191, Japan 

Department in charge Telephone Tel. (0425) 84-1 111 

Model Name I FANUC ROBOT M-MODEL 3 
Main I Machining, Handling, 1 Weight of robot itse lf 

Mechanical unit 1600 kg 
applications Heavy material transfer Control unit 250 kg 

a. Input information 
Playback robot 

Degree of freedom 5 (up to wrist) 
and teaching mode of motion 

Classification 
b. Mot ion form Cylindrical coordinate robot Load capacity Max. 80 kg at wrist 

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left traverse Right-left swing 

Right-left turning 300° Max. 60°/s Up-down swing 190° Max. 80°/s 

Up-down traverse 1200mm Max. 500 mm/s Hand Right-left traverse 

Arm 
Up·down turning Up-down traverse 

ln·out 1200 mm Max. 1000 mm/s Revolution 300° Max. 80° /s 

Revolution 
Fi n· Clamp Variable FANUC HANDs available ger 

Travelling Remarks 

Repeatabil ity 
±I mm Allowable environmen tal o - 45°C, 20- 90% RH 

(Positioning precision) conditions 

0 
Sequential mode Memory Sequentia l mode Variable, teaching in any sequence 

:0 
~ 

c: 
c: 

DC servo motor, 
0 

0 Positioning 
·;;; 

Pos iti on and speed CJ c: u Variable 
"'0 Air pressure for HAND c: 
c: ·- .2 ·:;; t) 
0 c: Unear control, and hand direction "' :::..2 Miscellany c: 

Memory mode control (option) :i: Bubble memory 
~ 

Power-External AC 200-550 V, 3 </>, 15 kVA ~ 

· Internal Air supply 5-7 kg/cm2 Memory capacity Max. 6000 points 

Internal measuring 
Pulse coder , limit switches Miscellany 

Bubble cassette (Max . 2700 points) 
ability Palletizing C/D, Program control, Quick 

instruction method , Two machine control 

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions, 
Recognizing ability options etc. 

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

The FANUC ROBOT M·MODEL 3 is an industrial robot to 
automate the loading/unloading of heavier workpieces , etc. 
and to realize an unmanned operation as a machining cell to 
one or two CNC machine tools (Patent pending). 

1. Max. handlable weight of workpiece is 50 kg. 

2. Operating space is with the wide ran_ge of up/down 

~ 
1200 mm, in/out 1200 mm and rotation 300° 

3. All the 5 axes at a time including wrist driven by DC 
(plan) servo drives. 

~ 
4. Palletizing , external data input, control of feeder, 

. quick instruction method are available . 

.-
(side view) ~ ~ [ l 

,.....o=,: ... --J l:ffi!. ...... 
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F052-06A

Nameof company!
FANUC LTD.

Address/ 5·1, Asahigaoka 3-chome, Hino-shi, Tokyo 191, Japan
Department in charge Telephone Tel. (0425)84-1111

Model Name IFANUC ROBOT AMODELOO Main I Assembly, washing,
I Weight of robot itself Mechanical unit 150 kg

applications sealing, etc. Control unit 250 kg

a. Input information
Playback robot

Degree of freedom 4 (up to wrist)and teaching mode of motion
Classification

b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinate robot Load capacity Max. tn kg at wrtst

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed

Right-left traverse Right-left swing

Right-left turning 3000 Max. 1200/s Up-down swing

Up-down traverse 150mm Max. 100 mm/s Hand Right-left traverse
Arm

Up-down turning Up-down traverse

In-out 300mm Max. 1200 mm/s Revolution 300" Max. 120"/s

Revolution Fin- Clampgee

Travelling Remarks

Repeatability ±0.05 mm Allowable environmental 0- 45"C, 20 - 40% RH
(Positioning precision) conditions

Sequential mode Memory Sequential mode Variable, teaching in any sequence
g ~
0 cc Positioning DC servo motor ~ Position and speed Variableu 0
rne.s: .;; .2> uc 0 linear control, hand direction control, rn
:;>.2 Miscellany 0 Memory mode Bubble memorycircular control, High-speed circular control, "o

Power-External ~
.tntemai AC200 - 550 V, 3 q" 1kVA Memory capacity Max. 6000 points

Internal measuring
Pulse coder, limit switch, etc. Miscellany

Bubble cassette (Max. 2700 points)
ability Pelletizing C/O, Program control, etc.

External measuring/ Auxiliary functions,
Recognizing ability options etc.

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot

(plan) (plan)
FANUC ROBOT A-MODEL 00 is a smal1 robot for
assembly, washing, sealing. etc.

/~~~~ 1. Max. load capacity at wrist is 10 kg.yT.c" \ 2 The robot has the sufficient work space for assembly;
up/down 150 mm, in/out 300 mm, and right-left

, aes • \'"7' 0_."., .,'00. turning 300".

001 ~ ,a:. \ 300 J. Accurate repeatability of ±O.OS nun.'IPA -: , ...."".. 4. a-axis-at-a-time control is possible.

5. Linear control, hand direction control, circular control,
<,0 ~~J20!lL!~i~ . etc. are possible.

(side view) , / '4~30-' 4-1"""""''''''0''
,70 ----j Ifo, ""00",,1<._"'11\

''''''''''''~/!PO' <yo bo".1

I L8~

hail-f s
ft .. "" ..".,

~
~~4?;m=J!E!.j
~ ,m ,
n

reo

j'fqll ~ ,
I

without wrist
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Name of company/ 
FANUCLTD. 

Address/ 5-1, Asahigaoka 3-chome, Hino-shi, Tokyo 191, Japan 
Department in charge Telephone Tel. (0425) 84-1111 

Model Name IFANUC ROBOT AMODELOO 
Main 

I 
Assembly, washing, I Weight of robot itself 

Mechanical unit 150 kg 
applications sealing, etc. Control unit 250 kg 

a. Input information 
Playback robot 

Degree of freedom 4 (up to wrist) 
and teaching mode of motion 

Classification 
b. Motion form Cylindrical coordinate robot Load capacity Max. 10 kg at wrist 

Axes Operating space Speed Axes Operating space Speed 

Right-left traverse Right-left swing 

Right-left turning 300° Max.120°/s Up-down swing 

Up-down traverse 150mm Max. 100 mm/s Hand Right-left traverse 
Arm 

Up-down turning Up-down traverse 

In-out 300mm Max. 1200 mm/s Revolution 300° Max. 120° /s 

Revo lution Fin-
Clamp ger 

Travelling Remarks 

Repeatability 
±0.05 mm Allowa ble environmenta l o- 45°C, 20- 40% RH 

(Positioning precis ion) conditions 

Sequential mode Memory Sequential mode Variable , teaching in any sequence 
g ::' 
c 0 
0 

Positioning DC servo motor -~ Position and speed Variable u c 
C>O c 

- ~ ·;::; .2 > u 
Unear control, hand direction control , "' 0 c 

::;;:.;? Miscellany ·'= Memory mode Bubble memory ;!~cular control, High-speed circular control , .r:; 
u 

"' " Power-External 1-

-Internal AC200 - 550 V, 3¢, lkVA Memory capacity Max. 6000 points 

Internal measuring 
Pulse coder , limit switch, etc. Miscellany 

Bubble cassette (Max. 2700 points) 
ability Palletizing C/D, Program control, etc. 

External measu ring/ Auxiliary functions, 
Recognizing ability options etc. 

Outward figure Operation space Characteristics of the robot 

(plan) (plan) 
FANUC ROBOT A-MODEL 00 is a small robot for 
assembly , washing, sealing. etc. 

/~--~ I. Max. load capacity at wrist is 10 kg. 

2. The robot has the sufficient work space for assembly ; '~.i>',~-··j__,_ up/down 150 mm, in/out 300 mm, and right-left 
turning 300° . 

,.s I , I 
I ~ ,., ': JOO 3. Accurate repeatability of ±0.05 mm. 

YJ T~ .. ~"""""'" 4. 4-axis-at-a-time control is possible . 

5. Unear control, hand direction control , circular control, 
0 

~ • nol ~j ..... etc. are possible. 
(side view) ,, /~r ................ " 

37 jlor fiung bolu·M 121 

4M>2~o>h<~~ 
f loreyeb<>IU) 

~·~ 
-L~~ 

0 

FII .. IIC:.,.IIr 

~ rL 
~~~ 2171 

~ I 
0 

~ 1 , 
0 

, 
~ 

I 
, 

~thout wrist 
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